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Abstract
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Protein assembly enables complex machineries while being economical with genetic
information. However, protein assembly also constitutes a potential threat to the host, and needs
to be carefully regulated.
Sulfate is a common source of sulfur for cysteine synthesis in bacteria. A putative sulfate
permease CysZ from Escherichia coli appears much larger than its apparent molecular
mass when analyzed by chromatography and native gel. Clearly CysZ undergoes homooligomerization. Using isothermal titration calorimetry, we confirmed that CysZ binds to its
putative substrate sulfate, and also sulfite with higher affinity. CysZ-mediated sulfate transport
—in both E. coli whole cells and proteoliposomes—was inhibited in the presence of sulfite,
indicating a feedback inhibition mechanism.
Proteus mirabilis is a Gram-negative bacterium causing urinary tract infections. Its
simultaneous expression of multiple fimbriae enables colonization and biofilm formation.
Fimbriae are surface appendages assembled from protein subunits, with distal adhesins
specifically recognizing host-cell receptors. We present the first three structures of P. mirabilis
fimbrial adhesins. While UcaD and AtfE adopt the canonical immunoglobulin-like fold, MrpH
has a previously unknown fold. The coordination of Zn or Cu ion by three conserved histidine
residues in MrpH is required for MrpH-dependent biofilm formation.
Spider silk is an assembly of large proteins called spidroins. The N-terminal domain (NT)
of spidroins senses the pH decrease along the silk spinning gland, and transits from monomer
to dimer. A locked NT dimer interlinks spidroin molecules into polymers. We identified a new
asymmetric dimer form of NT by x-ray crystallography. With additional evidence from small
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), we propose the asymmetric dimer as a common intermediate
of NT in silk formation.
Alzheimer’s disease is a life-threatening dementia, where aggregation-prone Aβ peptides
self-assemble into amyloid fibrils. Bri2 BRICHOS is a molecular chaperone that efficiently
delays Aβ fibrillation, and protects the region of its pro-protein with high β-propensity from
aggregation. Combining SAXS and microscale thermophoresis data, we confirmed binding
between Bri2 BRICHOS and its native client peptide. Using site-directed mutagenesis, we
showed that three conserved tyrosine residues in Bri2 BRICHOS are important for its anti-Aβ
fibrillation activity.
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β-secretase 1
dynamic light scattering
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Introduction

As the driving force for most biological events, proteins are active macromolecules that rarely function in isolation. They interact with ions, small molecules, carbohydrates, nucleic acids and most importantly, with other proteins.
Protein assemblies can consist of the same protein species (homo-oligomerization) and different protein species. These assemblies can improve structural
stability, enable complex interactions and provide advanced options in regulation. However, the process of protein assembly is resource-demanding, and
also constitutes a potential threat to cells and/or tissues. It therefore needs to
be carefully managed.
While native protein assemblies are vital for function and beneficial for the
host, aberrant ones waste cell resources and may even damage the host. Certain proteins are necessary for the host and must fold properly, in spite of the
high β-propensity in their sequence compositions. In humans, protein qualitycontrol systems are constantly at work under normal physiological conditions,
to prevent amyloid formation by aggregation-prone proteins or peptides. Amyloid diseases occur when the protein quality control systems are disrupted or
overwhelmed. More than 30 types of amyloid diseases have been identified to
date, many of which are neurodegenerative and life-threatening. In contrast,
the spider silk protein—whose sequence is not aggregation-prone—transforms into insoluble, amyloid-like silk under careful regulation. Poly-alanine
and glycine-rich segments covers almost 90% of the sequence of the spider
silk protein. Alanine has high α-propensity, but very low β-propensity. The
C-terminal regulatory domain of the spider silk protein, unfolds and forms
amyloid-like structures as the pH decreases along the silk spinning duct. These
serve as seeds to trigger the poly-alanine region to form amyloid-like structures rich in β- sheets, in spite of the low β-propensity.
This thesis work includes research—conducted with structural and functional methods—on four different protein assembly systems. In the first case
(Paper I), functional characterization of a bacterial inner membrane transporter provided direct evidence for its sulfate uptake activity, and its oligomeric state. In the second case (Papers II and III), fimbrial adhesins from pathogenic bacteria were structurally determined. Located at the very tip of bacterial surface appendages, fimbrial adhesins recognize and bind to specific receptors from host cells, thereby ensuring tight attachment and initiating
infections. The third case (Paper IV) involves spider silk, a protein-based ma-
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terial with exceptional strength and biodegradability. The spider silk N-terminal domain undergoes multiple transitional conformations from monomer to
dimer under pH decrease, to regulate and secure the formation of the final
locked polymer. The last case (Paper V) is about Bri2 BRICHOS, a molecular
chaperone associated in human neurodegenerative diseases. The aberrant production of aggregation-prone peptides leads to amyloid aggregates and neuronal damage. Bri2 BRICHOS is capable of postponing the progression of
amyloid formation as well as protecting neurons from toxicity caused by preamyloid oligomers.
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Case 1: Escherichia coli Inner Membrane
Transporter CysZ (Paper I)

Sulfur-containing metabolites, such as cysteine and methionine, vitamins B1
and H, S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) and coenzymes A and M, are essential
for a wide range of cellular processes across all kingdoms of life (Sanghai et
al., 2018). Mammals acquire most sulfur-containing compounds through diet,
whereas plants and prokaryotes must synthesize them by assimilating inorganic sulfur from the environment. The most abundant environmental source
of sulfur is sulfate (SO42-). Gram-negative bacteria, such as Escherichia coli,
reduce internalized sulfate into intermediates of sulfite (SO32-), then sulfide
(S2-) before incorporating them into cysteine by cysteine synthase CysK
(Zhang et al., 2014; Sanghai et al., 2018). Cysteine is precursor for the production of methionine and SAM (Zhang et al., 2014). Both cysteine and methionine are essential amino acids. Methionine is encoded by a start codon to
initiate any polypeptide chain during protein synthesis, while cysteine is involved in disulfide bond formation to support structural stability of folded proteins.
In Gram-negative bacteria, four families of membrane transport systems
are known to mediate SO42- uptake: the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter complex SulT (or CysTWA); the sulfate symporters or exchangers such
as SLC13 (sodium-sulfate symporter) and SLC26 (solute-sulfate exchanger);
the phosphate transporter-like CysP family; and the CysZ putative sulfate permease family (Sanghai et al., 2018). CysZ has been proposed to be a sulfate
permease since a mutation in the cysZ gene educed E. coli sulfate transport by
75% (Parra et al., 1983). The deficiency of sulfate transport in this EcCysZ
mutant is independent of the thiosulfate (S2O32-) cysteine synthesis pathway,
since growth of the mutant is restored in the presence of thiosulfate.
Other bacterial CysZ proteins have been proposed to be major sulfate transporters. A cysZ-deleted Gram-positive bacterium Corynebacterium glutamicum was completely unable to grow on solid minimal media for which the sole
sulfur source was sulfate or sulfite (Rückert et al., 2005). In addition, this same
mutant was unable to grow in liquid media containing less than 5 mM of sulfate. In contrast, the mutant exhibited wild-type like growth when thiosulfate,
sulfide and L-cysteine were sole sulfur sources. These studies suggested that
CgCysZ is a specific transporter for sulfate and sulfite, especially at low concentration.
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EcCysZ is 254 amino acids (aa)-long with an apparent molecular mass of
around 30 kDa. Members of the CysZ family are found only in bacteria, with
no known homologs in mammals (Aguilar-Barajas et al., 2011). The membrane location, and the lack of mammalian homologs makes CysZ a potential
target for antibiotic development.

Purification and Functional Characterization of CysZ
A plasmid containing full-length EcCysZ with a C-terminal His6 tag was
transformed into C43, an E. coli strain suitable for membrane protein overexpression. The cell was harvested after overnight expression under induction
with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). After cell lysis, the
membrane fraction was extracted by ultracentrifugation to remove water-soluble impurities. The membrane fraction was homogenized with buffer containing detergent so that the membrane protein became surrounded by detergent micelles. EcCysZ could be purified to homogeneity in the presence of ndodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) detergent by Ni-immobilized metal ion
affinity chromatography (IMAC), followed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Paper I). Purified EcCysZ was used in various functional assays
to illustrate its involvement in the cysteine synthesis pathway.
First, the binding affinity of EcCysZ with sulfate-assimilation intermediates was measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (Paper I) (Figure
1). EcCysZ had a binding affinity Kd of 0.4 μM with its putative target sulfate,
and a 10-fold stronger affinity (Kd of 40 nM) with sulfite. The interaction
between EcCysZ and sulfate was diminished in the presence of sulfite (Figure
1C), indicating that sulfite and sulfate occupy the same binding site in the
protein. The preference of the protein for sulfite over sulfate indicates that a
feedback regulation mechanism is involved in CysZ-mediated sulfate uptake.
Sulfate uptake and the inhibitory effect of sulfite were further investigated
in a whole cell E. coli system over-expressing CysZ. Proteoliposomes containing EcCysZ were also reconstituted to clearly rule out any possible contributions from endogenous CysZ or other sulfate transporters in the whole cell
system (Paper I). EcCysZ was able to transfer [35S] sulfate into E. coli whole
cells and the reconstituted proteoliposomes. In the presence of sulfite, the [35S]
sulfate uptake was reduced in both proteoliposomes and whole cells. Our finding provides direct evidence that EcCysZ is efficient in sulfate uptake, at a
low concentration of environmental sulfate, without any consumption of ATP.
On the basis of further assays with [35S] sulfate at different pH-values, and in
the presence of proton ionphores in the proteoliposomes, a proton gradient
was proposed as a possible driving force for CysZ-mediated sulfate transport.
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Figure 1. ITC study of purified EcCysZ with sulfate and sulfide. Sodium sulfate (A)
and sodium sulfite (B) were titrated to 0.02-0.06 mM EcCysZ to measure the heat
exchange at 25 °C with a VP-ITC MicroCalorimeter. The upper panel shows energy
exchange over time; the lower panel shows the integrated total energy change as a
function of ligand/protein molar ratios. (C) The thermodynamic changes of EcCysZ/sulfate interaction with (open square) and without (solid square) sulfite.

Oligomerization State of CysZ
Integral membrane proteins locate in a unique geometrical and physicochemical environment. The hydrophobic lipid bilayer, and the aqueous environments on both the extracellular and cytosol sides of the cell determine the
amino acid composition of membrane proteins. Essentially, hydrophobic residues dominate the trans-membrane (TM) region, and are flanked by polar
residues at the membrane interface. Membrane proteins are also restricted in
movement and conformational changes, because rotation (of only a small angular range) and translation are constrained by the membrane itself (Clarke &
Guibis, 2012). The physiochemical environments outside and inside the membrane can be dramatically different in chemical diversity, pH, redox states and
compound concentrations.
Oligomerization enables the formation of complex molecular machinery
without the expense of a larger genome, and is therefore commonly seen in
membrane proteins (Hashimoto & Panchenko, 2010). As a result of oligomerization, membrane proteins can create structures like channels or gates. By
modifying the size and property of these channels and gates, selectivity filters
can be implemented to achieve ligand specificity. The opening and closing of
the gate can be regulated by conformational rearrangements of the composing
protomers (Clarke & Guibis, 2012). For instance, potassium channels found
in all kingdoms of life form tetramers. Ion transfer happens at the common
subunit interface, where the four-fold symmetry axis is located (Clarke et al.,
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2010). Monomeric subunits of potassium channels are not functional. The tetramer formation is essential for gating, conduction, and selectivity (Clarke &
Guibis, 2012). Another example of an oligomeric transporter is the carnitine/butyrobetaine antiporter CaiT. It appears as a trimer in the membrane
and in the crystal structure (Vinothkumar et al., 2006; Schulze et al., 2010).
Unlike other members of the same antiporter family, CaiT is sodium- and proton independent. This feature is mediated by an arginine residue (Arg262) that
replaces a co-transported cation (Kalayil et al., 2013). The Oscillation of the
Arg262 residue triggers the switch between the outward-open and inwardopen states.
Membrane transporters or channels typically span the entire membrane, to
provide physical foundations for diffusion or transportation of specific compounds (Alberts B, Johnson A, Lewis J, 2002). The most common secondary
structure across the lipid bilayer is an α-helix, because it fully fulfills the hydrogen bond potential along the backbone. A trans-membrane (TM) helix consisting of 20-30 amino acids with high degree of hydrophobicity is sufficient
to span the usual width of a lipid bilayer. Transporters tend to consist of at
least six trans-membrane helices (Attwood et al., 2016). Ten to fourteen TM
helices seem to be common choices for the transporters for which there are
known structures. However, EcCysZ is predicted to contain only four TM helices (Figure 2). CysZ likely forms an oligomer to fulfill its transporter function.

Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment of CysZ. EcCysZ is compared to its homologs from Pseudomonas dentrificans, Pseudomonas fragi and Idiomarina loihiensis;
the latter is a Gram-negative bacterium identified from a hydrothermal vent. Identical residues are highlighted with red shading and white text, and similar residues
with a blue frame and red text. Top secondary structure depiction (helices H1 to H4)
is from trans-membrane topology prediction using the EcCysZ sequence. Bottom
secondary structure depiction is from the recently published crystal structure of
PdCysZ (PDB ID:6D9Z) (Sanghai et al., 2018).
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Due to the high hydrophobicity of the lipid membrane in which they are located, membrane proteins are often only soluble in the presence of detergent
or other membrane-mimetic systems when extracted from the membrane
(Katharina et al., 2016). These membrane proteins in complex with detergent
are often accompanied by empty detergent micelles. The composition of protein/detergent complex is largely affected by the type and concentration of the
detergent, which has to be empirically decided. Too low detergent concentration leads to irreversible protein aggregation and precipitation.
The SEC elution profiles of detergent-solubilized membrane proteins are
often poor indicators for molecular mass, especially when the calibration
standards used for elution volume comparison are soluble proteins. Soluble
proteins are not surrounded by detergent micelles during purification, and usually elute differently in comparison to membrane proteins with the same molecular mass.
The SEC elution profile of EcCysZ was compared with two other E. coli
transporters—ChbC and GlpT—with known oligomeric states (Figure 3A).
ChbC is a dimer of 94 kDa; GlpT is a monomer of 50 kDa. Although the
comparison offered only an estimate, it was clear that CysZ eluted earlier from
the SEC column than both GlpT and ChbC. This comparison ruled out the
possibility of a monomer conformation for CysZ. The same trend was observed when the three transporters were analyzed by blue native gel (Figure
3A). CysZ appeared larger than ChbC and GlpT. Our experiments suggested
that DDM-solubilized CysZ had a molecular mass greater than 100 kDa,
which corresponded to at least a trimer or tetramer on the basis of its monomeric mass (30 kDa).
SDS-PAGE is another typical method to examine protein molecular mass
and purity, but the migration behavior of membrane proteins is different from
soluble proteins (Katharina et al., 2016). Thus, commercial molecular weight
standards may be misleading for membrane proteins. The reason for this mismatch is that membrane protein/detergent complexes bind more SDS molecules than soluble proteins and therefore migrate faster on gel. Yet another
consideration is that boiling of the sample should be avoided since it leads to
the formation of big aggregates that cannot enter the gel. Indeed, EcCysZ purified in detergent solution was found to form higher oligomers not sensitive
to SDS denaturation on a western blot, after cross-linking by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (Figure 3B). EDC is
a cross-linker that activates carboxyl groups to conjugate with primary
amines. It is not residue-specific. Therefore, the CysZ protein concentration
was kept quite low in the cross-linking experiment, to reduce random formation of oligomers.
The determination of the oligomeric state of a membrane protein is challenging. The native oligomeric state of transporters in the membrane might
differ from that in the detergent-solubilized form and that in the crystal struc-
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ture. Therefore, in-solution and in-membrane cross-linking are usually required to determine the exact oligomeric states. For instance, when solubilized
by maltoside detergents, solute-sulfate exchanger SLC26 purifies and crystalizes as a monomer (in complex with a nanobody). But it appears as a dimer in
reconstituted proteoliposomes when cross-linked by a lipid-permeable crosslinker (Geertsma et al., 2015). Previous studies performed on SLC26 homologs—using both in-solution cross-linking (Detro-Dassen et al., 2008;
Compton et al., 2011), and small angle neutron diffraction (Compton et al.,
2014) —indicated a dimer conformation for this transporter.

Figure 3. CysZ purification and preliminary study on its oligomeric state. (A) SEC
purification profiles and blue native PAGE for CysZ (solid line) and two other membrane transporters: GlpT (dashed line, known to be a monomer with a molecular
mass of 50 kDa) and ChbC (dotted line, known to be a dimer, with two protomers of
47 kDa each). All three transporters were purified in buffer containing 0.03% (w/v)
DDM, using the same column. UV absorbance at 280 nm for CysZ and GlpT SEC
purifications are plotted on the left y-axis, and ChbC on the right y-axis. Peak elution volume for each protein is labeled. (B) Western Blot of purified CysZ (0.03
mM) using an anti-His tag antibody, before and after cross-linking with 2.5 mM
EDC and 5 mM N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) at room temperature for 2 hrs.
Possible oligomeric state is illustrated by cartoons on the side.

The structure of CysZ has been recently solved by x-ray crystallography in
three crystal forms (Sanghai et al., 2018). The PdCysZ is a hexamer in the
crystal with antiparallel organization of two sets of trimers, presumably facing
what would be outside and inside the membrane (Figure 4A, D). Two alternative dimers were identified in IlCysZ and PfCysZ, both of which could reconstitute the hexamer form in PdCysZ. Cysteine-specific in-membrane crosslinking performed on IlCysZ indicated it to be a dimer similar to PdCysZ. It
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is tempting, therefore, to believe that CysZ is a tetramer in the membrane,
from which two different dimer forms are isolated through detergent solubilisation and crystallization.

Figure 4. CysZ structures from three Gram-negative bacteria. PdCysZ is a hexamer
in crystal structure (PDB: 6D9Z). Each chain is shown in different blue-toned colors. The helices are shown in a cartoon representation in (A) and as cylinders in (D)
with putative transmembrane region indicated in orange. (B) PfCysZ appears as an
anti-parallel dimer, with two chains colored in light and dark yellow in cartoon representation. A superposition of PfCysZ dimer onto the PdCysZ hexamer is shown in
(E) with the involved chains shown as cartoons and the other chains as cylinders. (C)
IlCysZ crystalizes in another dimer form, shown here with the two chains colored in
light and dark pink as cartoons. There is one sulfate binding site in IlCysZ, which is
shown in the insert. In the insert, the sulfate-coordinating residues (with carbon in
gray, nitrogen in blue) are shown as sticks; and the sulfate ion is shown as ball-andstick (sulfur colored in yellow, oxygen colored in red). (F) IlCysZ dimer is superimposed onto PdCysZ hexamer. The involving chains are shown as cartoons and the
others as cylinders.

In parallel to the ITC measurements of EcCysZ and sulfur-containing intermediates, we also performed a thermal aggregation assay using a StarGazer at
the Protein Science Facility (Stockholm, Sweden). Ligand-binding stabilizes
the protein structure in general and thereby increases its thermal stability
(Vedadi et al., 2006). StarGazer uses differential static light scattering to monitor protein aggregation upon temperature increase and calculate a melting
temperature (Tm) for each curve. StarGazer is compatible with membrane
proteins due to its insensitivity to the presence of detergent and protein hydrophobicity (Senisterra et al., 2010). In our StarGazer experiments, positive Tm
shifts were identified when EcCysZ was provided with sulfate (ΔTm: 3.1 °C)
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or sulfite (ΔTm: 3.4 °C). However, a negative Tm shift and a decreased positive Tm shift were observed when a R30A (substituting arginine number 30
to alanine) mutant of EcCysZ was used instead (ΔTm: -0.8 °C for sulfate and
0.6 °C for sulfite). Arg30 in EcCysZ (corresponding to Arg28 in IlCysZ in
sequence alignment) is important for sulfate and sulfite binding, in agreement
with the sulfate-coordination by three positively charged residues (Lys24,
Arg27 and Arg28) present in IlCysZ crystal structure (Figure 4C).
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Case 2: Fimbriae Adhesins: UcaD, AtfE and
MrpH from Uropathogen Proteus mirabilis
(Paper II and III)

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are common public health problems caused by
a range of pathogenic bacteria, affecting 150 million people worldwide each
year (Flores-Mireles et al., 2015). While uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) is responsible for 85% of community-acquired UTIs (Omattage et al., 2018), Proteus mirabilis is a leading causative agent of catheter-associated urinary tract
infections (CAUTIs) (Armbruster & Mobley, 2012). P. mirabilis is a Gramnegative bacterium famous for its interchangeable forms between short, rodlike swimmer cells, and elongated swarmer cells that over-express flagella
(Jones et al., 2004). The swarming cells form rafts that migrate in a concerted
fashion across solid surfaces, such as media plates or indwelling catheters. P.
mirabilis-induced CAUTIs are often accompanied by urolithiasis, i.e., the formation of bladder or kidney stones (Schaffer et al., 2016). Urease—an enzyme
that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia—plays
a pivotal role in urinary stone formation. The ammonia released from urea
hydrolysis leads to alkalized pH in the urine and the precipitation of calcium
and magnesium compounds.
The rich repertoire of 17 fimbriae species expressed by P. mirabilis assures
the adherence to catheter and urinary tract tissues, and promotes biofilm formation. Adhesion to the host cell is the first step in infection establishment, a
key event initiating subsequent pathological events (Flores-Mireles et al.,
2015; Sauer et al., 2016). Multiple fimbrial adhesins recognize different urinary tract tissues—from the urethra, to bladder and kidney—assuring colonization and ascension against the sheer forces from the urine flow. Biofilms are
microbial communities attached to biotic or abiotic surfaces (Hall & Mah,
2017). They differ from planktonic cells grown in solution, in that the microbial cells within a biofilm are self-adherent. They are enclosed in a self-produced extracellular matrix and protected from antibiotic treatments. In P. mirabilis, the biofilm is accompanied by crystallite formation from its urease
activity (Norsworthy & Pearson, 2017). These crystalline biofilms provide a
physical shield for the P. mirabilis community and even other pathogenic species, causing poly-microbial CAUTI (Armbruster & Mobley, 2012). Fimbriae
serve as an important virulence factor contributing to the persistence of P.
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mirabilis in the urinary tract, despite antibiotic treatment and catheter changes
(Armbruster & Mobley, 2012).

Chaperone-Usher Pathway in Gram-negative bacteria
Gram-negative bacteria express two types of proteinaceous filaments on the
cell surface. While flagella provide motility; fimbriae mediate attachment to
host-cell and environmental surfaces (Omattage et al., 2018). The chaperoneusher pathway (CUP) is the most ubiquitous fimbriae secretion and assembly
machinery (Busch & Waksman, 2012).
Fimbriae assembled through the CUP machinery fall into two main categories: fimbrial monoadhesins and polyadhesins (Figure 5). A fimbrial monoadhesin polymer contains one two-domain adhesin (TDA) at the distal tip of
a rod-like body. The rod-like fimbriae body is built up with thousands of
copies of the major subunit (Zav’yalov et al., 2010). The TDAs exhibit high
affinities to host cell receptors, usually carbohydrate moieties. In contrast,
fimbrial polyadhesins are typically thin and flexible structures where each
fimbrial subunit can bind with weak affinity to one or two distinct host cell
receptors. Extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins (Zavialov et al., 2007), glycoproteins and glycosphingolipids are typical receptors for fimbrial polyadhesins.

Figure 5. Fimbriae assembled through CUP pathways. (a) In a fimbrial monoadhesin, a TDA (in light yellow) locates at the distal tip of a rod-like fimbriae built up
with many copies of the major subunit (in blue). (b) A fimbrial polyadhesin is assembled by a single subunit species (shown as green ovals). Host cell receptors are
illustrated as orange arrows.
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The fimbrial gene clusters (FGCs) typically contain genes for: a periplasmic
chaperone, an outer-membrane usher, a TDA, a major structural subunit, and
several minor subunits. In contrast, the FGCs for polyadhesins typically encode only one type of fimbrial subunit, besides the chaperone and the usher.
TDAs from fimbrial monoadhesins locate at the very distal tip of a fimbriae. They consist of two domains—an N-terminal lectin domain (NTD) that
mediates specific binding with host cell receptors, and a C-terminal pilin domain that engages with the next fimbrial subunit. Fimbrial subunits adopt a
six β-strand immunoglobulin (Ig)-like fold, which lacks the seventh β-strand
on the C-terminus, but has a one β-strand extension on the N-terminus
(Hospenthal et al., 2017).
The CUP pathway has been well studied in UPEC. In type 1 fimbriae of
UPEC (Sauer et al., 2016; Du et al., 2018), FimH is the distal TDA (Figure
6C), FimG and FimF are consecutive minor subunits, FimC is the chaperone,
and FimD is the outer-membrane embedded usher (Figure 6A, B); FimA is
the major subunit forming the fimbrial rod.
The chaperone and the usher cooperate in the CUP pathway, to assemble
fimbrial subunits into a continuous polymer, and to secrete assembled fimbriae segments. Unbound pilin domains from TDAs and fimbrial subunits are
unstable with an exposed hydrophobic cleft due to the missing β-strand on the
C-terminus. The two-domain chaperone forms a complex with the unstable
subunit by donating a β-strand to temporarily complete the Ig-like fold of the
fimbrial subunit. This process is termed donor-strand complementation (DSC)
(Choudhury et al., 1999; Sauer et al., 1999) (Figure 6B). The chaperone then
guides the fimbrial subunit to the outer membrane usher, where the β-strand
donated by the chaperone is ready to be replaced by the N-terminal β-strand
extension from the next presented fimbrial subunit. This process is known as
donor-strand-exchange (DSE) (Choudhury et al., 1999; Zavialov et al., 2003).
The polymerized fimbrial subunits are then secreted through the pore of usher.
The chaperone dissociates from the usher and is recycled within the periplasm
to accommodate other fimbrial subunits. In the well-studied UPEC type 1 and
P fimbriae, the periplasmic N-terminal domain of the usher has the highest
affinity for the chaperone-adhesin complex, compared to other chaperonesubunit complexes (Volkan et al., 2012; Du et al., 2018). The presence of the
TDA activates the usher and initiates subsequent assembly of fimbrial subunits in an ordered manner.
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Figure 6. CUP pathway illustrated with a complex-structure of UPEC type 1 fimbriae (PDB: 6E14). Fimbrial subunits are shown as surfaces, and chaperone and
usher are shown in cartoon representation. (A) Fimbrial adhesin FimH (blue) is a
TDA consisting of an N-terminal lectin domain (NTD) (FimHL) and a C-terminal
pilin domain (FimHP). In the assembled fimbrial subunits, N-terminal extensions
from FimG (yellow) and FimF (pink) complete the Ig-like fold in FimHP and FimG.
The assembled subunits are secreted through the β-barrel channel of usher FimD
(green). (B) The donor-strand-complementation (DSC) between the chaperone FimC
(red) and the fimbrial subunit FimF is visible after rotating the view in (A) 180°. (C)
Structure of the NTD of FimH (PDB: 4XOC) is shown in cartoon, with β-strands
forming a β-sheet in the same color (blue and green). Topology diagrams are colored similar to the cartoon.

Nine out of the 17 fimbriae gene clusters in P. mirabilis are classified as fimbrial monoadhesins (Armbruster et al., 2018), suggesting high-affinity binding between their adhesin lectin domains and their respective host-cell receptors. Despite little sequence identity, fimbrial subunits conform to a common
but highly variable Ig-fold, which provides the possibility for fine-tuned,
highly specific pathogen-host interactions (De Greve et al., 2007). In this
chapter, I describe the structural and functional characterizations carried out
on the three most studied fimbrial monoadhesins in P. mirabilis. The results
expand the understanding of TDA structural diversity, and provide molecular
evidence for adhesin-mediated pathogen-host interaction (during tissue colonization), as well as pathogen self-adherence (during biofilm formation).
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Fimbriae adhesins in P. mirabilis
Unlike UPEC, which predominantly express one type of fimbriae at a time
(Snyder et al., 2005), P. mirabilis can simultaneously produce multiple types
of fimbriae. Major fimbrial subunits from six fimbriae—MR/P, UCA, PMF,
ATF, Fim8 and Fim14—have been detected by mass spectrometry from isolated surface fractions of broth-cultured P. mirabilis (Kuan et al., 2014). Double mutants targeting different fimbrial genes resulted in reduced colonization
of kidneys and bladders compared to the wild type (wt) P. mirabilis and single
mutants (Zunino et al., 2007). This suggests that the multiple fimbriae species
expressed by P. mirabilis have both additive and redundant roles for infection
establishment.
Mannose-resistant Proteus-like fimbriae (MR/P) are highly induced during
infection, and are regarded as an important virulence factor for urinary tract
colonization and biofilm formation. MR/P fimbriae are named after their ability to agglutinate red blood cells (hemagglutination) in the presence of mannose (Li et al., 1999). The fimbrial subunits are expressed from the
mrpABCDEFGHJ FGC, where mrpA encodes the major structural subunit,
mrpC the usher, mrpD the chaperone, mrpE-G three minor subunits, mrpH the
TDA and mrpJ the repressor for flagella expression (Jansen et al., 2004).
MrpI—encoded separately—is an invertible recombinase that controls the
transcription of MR/P FGC. P. mirabilis mutant strains that constitutively produce MR/P fimbriae (‘locked on’) or are devoid of MR/P fimbriae (‘locked
off’) are produced by mutating the mrpI gene. The MR/P FGC is the most upregulated gene identified from the urine of P. mirabilis infected mice (Pearson
et al., 2011). MR/P fimbriae are required for biofilm formation and auto-aggregation, and are essential for P. mirabilis colonization in bladder and kidney
(Norsworthy & Pearson, 2017; Schaffer et al., 2016). Compared to the wild
type, P. mirabilis mrpA knockouts failed to develop the extracellular bacterial
clusters essential for bladder stone formation (Schaffer et al., 2016). An mrpH
knockout, and cysteine to serine mutations (on two of the four cysteine residues) in MrpH lead to abolished mannose-resistant hemagglutination (Li et
al., 1999), suggesting the direct involvement of MrpH in host cell recognition.
Ambient temperature fimbriae (ATF) co-purify with MR/P fimbriae. An
mrpA mutant unable to express MR/P was necessary to isolate ATF fimbriae
(Massad et al., 1994). The atf FGC contains six genes atfABCDEJ encoding a
major structural subunit (AtfA), a chaperone (AtfB), an usher (AtfC), a minor
subunit (AtfD), a TDA (AtfE), and a MrpJ paralog (AtfJ) (Pearson et al.,
2008). ATF was proposed to contribute to environmental survival. Firstly,
ATF shows optimal expression at 23 °C (Massad et al., 1994). Secondly, a P.
mirabilis mutant strain unable to express ATF led to no significant reduction
in bacterial count in either independently- or co-challenged mice (Zunino et
al., 2000). However, AtfA was identified in the bladder of mouse infected
with P. mirabilis MR/P locked off strain. In addition, the bacterial count from
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infected mouse bladder did not differ between the MR/P ON and OFF strains.
The MR/P OFF strain adhered to lamina propria underlying exfoliated uropeithelium, a pattern drastically different than the one in the MR/P ON and
wild type P. mirabilis. This suggests a redundant or supplementing role of
ATF in urinary tract colonization, especially when MR/P fimbriae are not expressed.
Uroepithelial cell adhesin (UCA) fimbriae of P. mirabilis are another type
of fimbriae that contribute to virulence. The uca FGC, which is homologous
to FGCs encoding the F17 fimbriae family in UPEC (Cook et al., 1995), encodes a major fimbrial subunit (UcaA), a chaperone (UcaB), an usher (UcaC),
a TDA (UcaD), and a transcription regulator (UcaJ). An isogenic ucaA mutant
unable to express UCA fimbriae is significantly impaired in the adherence to
exfoliated human uroepithelial cells as well as kidney colonization in both
independent and co-challenged mice models (Pellegrino et al., 2013). The difference was not significant in bladder colonization. These findings suggest a
pronounced role for UCA fimbriae in kidney colonization.
In a recent study, biofilm formation on catheter-like surfaces has been
measured for MR/P, ATF, UCA mutants, together with wt P. mirabilis
(Scavone et al., 2016). Compared to the wild type, the MR/P and ATF mutants
form smaller biofilms, whereas the UCA mutant forms significantly larger
biofilm. The mutants also exhibit impaired ability to cross over latex catheter
sections, with the ATF mutant being the most affected.
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X-ray Structure Determination of UcaD, AtfE and
MrpH
The pilin domain in a given TDA is unstable with the missing β-strand. A
TDA can be successfully expressed, either with the presence of the complementing CUP chaperone; or by inserting the DNA that encodes an additional
β-strand on the C-terminus of the TDA to complete its Ig-like fold. Therefore,
making constructs that express only the N-terminal lectin domains (NTDs) is
the most straightforward and widely applied approach for characterizations of
host-cell receptor binding. Constructs expressing the NTDs of UcaD, AtfE
and MrpH —with varying C-terminal domain borders—were prepared for us
at the Protein Science Facility (PSF) in Stockholm. The constructs for
MrpHNTD, AtfENTD and UcaDNTD resulted in soluble periplasmic expression in
E. coli (DE3 or SHuffle strains). Proteins were purified to good homogeneity
and yielded diffracting-quality crystals. Due to lack of known structural models with high enough sequence identity for molecular replacement, all three
structures were solved by de novo single-wavelength anomalous dispersion
(SAD) phasing, with heavy-atom derivatives (details in Papers II and Paper
III).
AtfENTD and UcaDNTD (Figure 7B, C) exhibit the canonical Ig-like fold (Paper II) shared by many fimbrial subunits, such as FimH (Figure 5C). The two
β-sheets in both AtfENTD and UcaDNTD are arranged as if they wrap around an
elongated cylinder. The N-terminus is located at the distal tip, far away from
the C-terminus.
The structure of MrpHNTD exhibits a new fold (Figure 7A) not seen before
(Paper III). A DALI search (Holm & Sander, 1995) returned no hits with similar structure. MrpHNTD adopts a more compact structure than AtfENTD or
UcaDNTD, with its N-terminus close to the C-terminus with a conserved bend
consisting of two consecutive proline residues. Two β-sheets are arranged on
top of each other, into a bowl-like shape with a central valley.
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Figure 7. Structures of P. mirabilis fimbrial adhesins MrpH (A), AtfE (B), and
UcaD (C). Secondary structure elements are labelled from N- to C- terminii. βstrands forming a β-sheet are in the same color (in blue or green); C’ and C’’ in AtfE
and UcaD are colored in white. Helices are colored in gray. Coils are colored in pale
yellow. In the topology diagrams, secondary structure elements are colored in the
same way as in the cartoon. Disulfide bonds present in the structure are illustrated in
the topology diagrams with yellow dashed lines.
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AtfENTD and UcaDNTD have very similar structures, despite of only 18% sequence identity (Paper II). Another DALI search—this time for structural
homologs of UcaDNTD—identified E. coli F17-like fimbrial adhesins UclD
(84% sequence identity) and F17cG (15.5% sequence identity) as the top-scoring hits (Paper II). UcaD and UclD are similar both in sequence and in structure. UcaD shares structural similarities with AtfE and F17cG mainly in the
C-terminal halves of the structures (Figure 8). The central flaps consisting of
β-strand C’ and C’’ vary in lengths in the three structures. The N-terminal
halves contain multiple loops with high structural diversity.

Figure 8. Structural superpositions of UcaDNTD and AtfENTD (A), UcaDNTD and
F17cGNTD (B) in steroviews. All structures are shown as cartoon with UcaDNTD in
blue, AtfENTD in pink, and F17cG in yellow. Bound receptor N-acetylglucosamine
(GlcNAc) is shown as a ball-and-stick with the carbon colored in yellow.
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A pocket in UclD overlapping with the known GlcNAc-binding pocket in
F17cG was suggested as a putative receptor binding site (Spaulding et al.,
2017). The corresponding pockets in our UcaD crystal structures are very similar to that in UclD, with the exception that Trp124 residues adopt multiple
conformations (Figure 9). It is possible that Trp124 is involved in π-stacking
with a carbohydrate receptor through its aromatic side chain. However, the
UcaD and UclD pockets are not conserved with respect to the GlcNAc-binding pocket in F17cG (Paper II). A thermal shift assay (Boivin et al., 2013)
performed on UcaD211 with GlcNAc and N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc)
did not lead to any Tm shift. These compounds were not present in the crystal
structures obtained from co-crystallization (and soaking) trials with UcaD.
These results indicate that UcaD, and possibly UclD, does not recognize the
same receptor as F17cG. Fimbrial adhesins can vary quite dramatically in how
and where they bind receptors. For instance FimH binds to mannose through
the very distal tip of the molecule (Sauer et al., 2016), while the Galα1-4Gal
binding site of PapG (Type P fimbriae in E. coli) is located on the side
(Dodson et al., 2001). The exact nature of the UcaD physiological receptor
remains elusive to date. The actual receptor-binding site may be entirely different from the proposed pocket.

Figure 9. UcaD pocket corresponding to the GlcNAc receptor-binding site in
F17cG. Two chains of UcaD211 (PDB: 6H1X), two chains of UcaD217 (PDB:6H2L),
and two chains of UclD (PDB:5NWP) were superimposed using F17cG (not shown)
as reference. Residues within contact-distance with GlcNAc bound in the F17cG
(PDB ID: 1OIO) are shown as sticks. Residue numbers refer to the sequence of
UcaD. Trp124 is shown with a thicker diameter to illustrate its multiple conformations.
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Structure-aided functional studies on MrpH
Two constructs with different C-terminal domain borders (MrpH153 and
MrpH159) were prepared for the structure determination of MrpHNTD (Paper
III). Since crystals from the long construct MrpH159 were not reproducible, the
short construct MrpH153 was used in later crystallization trials, for both native
and SAD phasing purposes. Buffer optimization using a thermal shift assay
was carried out for MrpH153. In this assay, ammonium tartrate introduced a
7°C positive shift on the melting temperature (Tm), so MrpH153 was buffer
exchanged to contain 10 mM ammonium tartrate prior to crystallization.
Unsurprisingly, tartrate is present in the crystal structure of MrpH153 (Figure 10A). A metal ion is coordinated by tartrate, together with three histidine
residues: His72, His74 and His117 (Paper III). Both Zn and Cu could explain
the electron density after refinement trials with various metal ions, and were
supported by the CheckMyMetal (Zheng et al., 2017) server. No metal ions
besides sodium were used in purification and crystallization buffer, indicating
that the metal ion in the crystal was picked up during E. coli expression. Zn
was eventually modelled in the structure, due to its availability in E. coli
(Maret, 2010). To our surprise, an unknown electron density was also present
in the crystal structure of the long MrpH159, where the protein was not subjected to tartrate or any buffer optimization. A compound similar to tartrate
was picked up by MrpH159 during expression. The complex was stable
throughout purification and crystallization.

Figure 10. Close-up view of the metal-coordination sites of the short (a) and the
long (b) MrpHNTD. mFo-DFc electron densities (colored in green) before modelling
in tartrate-like ligands are shown at contour levels of 2.3σ. Three histidine residues
(His72, His74 and His117, carbon colored in gray) and tartrate (carbon colored in
blue) are shown as sticks. Zn is shown as purple spheres. Secondary structures are
colored similar to Figure 7A.
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Although tartrate is unlikely to be the physiological receptor of MrpH on the
host cell surface, the metal and tartrate coordination became our focus for further functional studies. We first investigated whether MrpH-mediated biofilm
formation is metal–dependent (Paper III). In the presence of the metal chelator
TPEN (a non-specific transition metal chelator with a high affinity for Zn2+),
biofilm formation was completely abolished in the P. mirabilis MR/P locked
ON strain (Figure 11A). Different metal ions, at the same concentration as
TPEN, were supplemented to TPEN treated P. mirabilis MR/P locked ON
strain. Only zinc and copper were able to restore biofilm formation. These
results confirmed that a metal ion, or more specifically Zn and Cu, is important
for the biofilm formation of P. mirabilis.

Figure 11. The histidine- and metal-dependence of MrpH-mediated biofilm formation. (A) Biofilm formation of P. mirabilis MR/P locked ON strain with and
without 1 μM of TPEN metal chelator. Biofilm formation was visualized by staining
with crystal violet, which is quantified by dissolving the dye and measuring the absorbance at 570 nm. Various metal ions at 1 μM was supplemented after TPEN
treatment. Only Zn and Cu restored biofilm formation. (B) A P. mirabilis mutant
strain unable to express MrpH was complemented with plasmids containing wild
type and mutated mrpH genes to compare biofilm formation. In detail, the mrpH
mutant strain (mrpI-ON mrpH) was prepared on the basis of a MR/P locked ON
strain (mrpI-ON). The mrpH gene was constructed into an empty plasmid (pGENMCS) under the control of its native promoter (Pmrp). The pGEN-Pmrp-mrpH plasmid was used for mutagenesis of single, double, and triple histidine-to-alanine substitutions (pMB-HtoA) in MrpH. Another negative control with luciferase gens under the Pmrp promoter was also prepared (pGEN-Pmrp-luxCDABE). All the prepared plasmids were individually transformed into the P. mirabilis mrpH mutant
strain.

We then tested whether the three metal-coordinating histidine residues (His72,
His74 and His 117) in MrpH were important for biofilm formation (Paper III).
First of all, the P. mirabilis strain devoid of MrpH expression is unable to
produce biofilm (Figure 11B). Histidine to alanine substitutions carried out
on any of the three histidine residues (His72, His74 and His117) lead to completely abolished biofilm formation, i.e., similar to the negative controls
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(mrpI-ON mrpH, pGEN-MCS and pGEN-Pmrp-luxCDABE). These results
confirmed that P. mirabilis biofilm formation is MrpH-dependent. They also
showed that an intact MrpH metal-binding site is required for biofilm formation.

Preliminary investigations on possible receptors for
MrpH, AtfE and UcaD
To screen for the natural host-cell receptors of UcaD and MrpH, we performed
glycan-binding screening at the Center for Functional Glycomics (FGC) in
Boston, Massachusetts. Briefly, purified UcaDNTD and MrpHNTD labelled with
Alexa488 were incubated with chips containing 600 common human cell-surface glycans. The chips were then analysed for fluorescence signal to identify
glycan binding. However, no conclusive pattern of glycan binding was detected, even when protein was applied at a 10-fold higher concentration (50
μg ml-1; 5μg ml-1 by default). A thermal shift assay was also performed with
MrpH against common mono- and disaccharides, but no ligand was identified.
The binding site for tartrate and the tartrate-like compound in MrpH is located
at a cleft with positive charge, in close contact with the three histidine residues
important for biofilm formation (Figure 12A) . The actual physiological receptor is likely recognized through the same site. The physiological receptor
of MrpH remains to be identified, but it is tempting to speculate that the positively charged top surface of MrpH might interact with the negatively charged
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) layer that covers the outer leaflet of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria.
During purification, AtfENTD showed affinity with chromatography resins
such as heparin and dextran, but not agarose. Heparin is a naturally occurring
sulfated glucosaminoglycan that is abundant in intestinal mucosa. It consists
of alternating units of uronic acid and D-glucosamine, most of which are substituted with sulfate groups (Gandhi & Mancera, 2008). In Heparin HP columns (GE Healthcare), heparin is covalently coupled to the agarose beads.
This allows proteins to bind with the affinity chromatography resin, and to be
eluted by increasing the ionic strength. AtfENTD binds to the Heparin HP column at pH-values both above and below its isoelectric point. In a cation-exchange column that is also agarose-based, AtfENTD binds at a lower affinity,
i.e., elutes at a markedly lower ionic strength. These behaviors suggest that
AtfENTD has a specific affinity to heparin, instead of a pure ion-exchange effect. AtfENTD also binds strongly to a dextran-based Superdex (GE Healthcare)
column. 1 M of NaCl was necessary to elute the protein. The surface of AtfENTD protein exhibits a long groove lined by positively charged patches (Figure 12B). It is possible that AtfE targets a glycan chain with periodic negative
charges, such as heparin.
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Figure 12. Electrostatic surface potential of MrpH and AtfE. The positively charged
region is colored in blue, negatively charged in red and non-polar in white. (A) The
tartrate (with carbon colored in blue) is located in a small pocket on the positively
charged distal surface. A narrow crevice leads from the tartrate-binding pocket towards the middle of the domain. (B) A charged ridge (outlined in yellow) is present
in AtfE, curving around the tip and extending to almost halfway down the domain.

To verify potential host-cell receptors for UcaD, we performed microscale
thermophoresis (MST) experiments. MST is a sensitive method to study the
interaction between biomolecules and their binding targets with Kd ranging
from nM to mM. The thermophoresis behavior of protein, i.e., the movement
of a molecule in response to a temperature gradient, is sensitive to the size,
charge, hydration shell or conformation of the molecule. At least one of these
factors is typically affected upon binding with a ligand. Purified UCA fimbriae
have been shown to bind to asialo-GM1 and asialo-GM2 in vitro (Lee et al.,
2000). However, the polyclonal antibody used in the study was raised from
the UCA fimbriae, which consists of excess copies of the major subunit compare to the TDAs. Nonetheless, MST experiments were performed on
Alexa488-labelled UcaD217 with asialo-GM1 carbohydrate moiety. No binding was detected. Unfortunately, the UcaD217 construct contained an accidental Tyr-His mutation at position 25. The mutation was discovered during
structural refinement, long after the MST measurements. It is possible that the
negative MST binding study with asialo-GM1 was caused by the accidental
mutation. UclD —an E. coli homolog of UcaD with 84% sequence identity—
abolishes binding to mouse colon sections when the tissue has been pre-treated
with O-glycosidase (Spaulding et al., 2017). If UcaD shares a target preference similar to UclD, its receptor is likely to be an O-linked oligosaccharide.
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Case 3: Structural Transitions of Spider Silk
N-Terminal Domain (Paper IV)

Spider silks are remarkable biomaterials with outstanding mechanical properties. The strength, extensibility and toughness of spider silk are superior to the
current material for bulletproof clothing and aircraft reinforcement (Vollrath
& Knight, 2001). Both the production and disposal of man-made polymers
cause an environmental burden. In contrast, spider silk is biodegradable and
recyclable. Spider silk is well tolerated when implanted, and has demonstrated
its efficacy in promoting tissue regeneration, wound healing and peripheral
nerve regeneration in vivo (Radtke et al., 2011; Moisenovich et al., 2012; Zhao
et al., 2017). Artificial spider silk production will bring great advancement in
fields such as material science and healthcare. However, so far, the heterologous production of spider silk proteins requires the use of denaturing conditions during purification. These treatments lead to dissatisfactory silk formation and poor mechanical properties. To avoid harsh denaturation conditions and retain the physiological properties of artificial silk it would be better
to mimic the natural spider silk spinning process. Technical obstacles largely
arise from our limited knowledge about the exact chemical composition in the
spider glands, and the incomplete understanding of how these affect the structure of spider silk proteins and silk assembly. Recent molecular and structural
studies of partial spider silk proteins reveal the important regulatory roles of
the terminal domains. Further studies are required to fully decipher the physiological process of spider-silk formation.

Spider silk proteins and dope-to-silk transition
Spiders rely on their silk-forming ability for home establishment, prey capture
and reproduction (Rising & Johansson, 2015). Different types of silk are produced from specific abdominal glands to fulfill various functions. Spider silk
proteins, also called spidroins, are between 3000 to 4000 amino acid (aa) residues in size (Gaines IV & Marcotte, 2008).
Spidroins are largely composed of repetitive poly-alanine and glycine-rich
segments flanked by non-repetitive N- and C-terminal domains (NT and CT)
(Figure 13A). In the repetitive region, the alternating segments each contain
between 30 to 40 amino acid residues. The central repetitive region of spidroins are highly variable in sequence, which contributes to differences in
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elasticity and toughness among the different silk species. The terminal domain
NT is around 130 aa, and CT around 110 aa in size. Although covering less
than 10% of the protein sequence, the terminal domains of spidroins play important regulatory roles in silk formation. They are highly conserved among
different silk types and spider species (Rising & Johansson, 2015).
Spidroins are produced, stored and spun to silk along the narrowing glands.
These glands consist of three parts: tail, sac and duct (Figure 13B). Spidroins
are produced in the tail and the beginning of the sac, and then kept soluble as
highly concentrated dope (30 to 50% w/v) for long-term storage (Chen et al.,
2002). As the dope passes through the tapered S-shaped duct, the spidroin assembles into a solid fiber.

Figure 13. Spidroin sequence composition and dope to silk transition in the spinning
glands. (A) Spider silk is composed of spidroins. Their sequences consist of non-repetitive terminal domains called NT and CT, and a central repetitive region with alternating poly-alanine (colored in light gray) and glycine-rich (colored in dark gray)
segments. (B) The spider silk gland is illustrated in cartoon. It consists of tail, sac
and duct. Along with the decreasing pH in the duct, spidroin transits from highly
soluble in the dope in the sac, to insoluble silk at the exit. Adapted and modified
from (Rising & Johansson, 2015).

The chemical composition and pH along the spider silk gland contribute to
silk formation. Sodium concentration (around 150 mM in the sac) gradually
decreases along the spinning duct to an almost undetectable level at the exit
(Knight & Vollrath, 2001). In contrast, the HCO3- concentration increases
along the silk gland (Andersson et al., 2014). The pH in the proximal tail is
around 7.6, which gradually decreases along the S-shaped duct (Andersson et
al., 2014). The pH value near the exit of the duct is close to 5 (Figure 13B).
Carbonic anhydrase—an enzyme that catalyzes the conversation of H2O +
CO2 ↔ H+ + HCO3- —is expressed in the same region of the gland where pH
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decreases and HCO3- increases (Andersson et al., 2014). Carbonic anhydrase
is therefore believed to contribute to the proton gradient along the spider silk
gland.

Lock-and-Trigger mechanism: how NT and CT respond
to pH drop
NT and CT terminal domains respond to decreasing pH in opposite ways. Both
NT (of Euprosthenops australis major ampullate spidroin 1, referred to as
Ea
NT hereinafter) and CT (of Araneus diadematus major dragline silk protein,
ADF-3) have been structurally determined. NT and CT are not structural homologs, in spite of both being five-helix bundles (Askarieh et al., 2010; Hagn
et al., 2010). CT is a disulfide-linked homodimer in the crystal structure. NT
is monomer at pH 8.0 but transitions to a homo-dimer as pH drops (Jaudzems
et al., 2012; Kronqvist et al., 2014). NT demonstrates increasing stability in
urea-denaturation and temperature stability assays when pH decreases from 8
to 5 (Andersson et al., 2014). CT stability, on the other hand, decreases as the
pH drops (Figure 14). At pH 5.5 and below, CT unfolds and forms amyloidlike β-sheets. Like all known amyloid fibrils (Chiti & Dobson, 2017), CT
binds to thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescent dye at pH 5.5 and below.
A lock-and-trigger mechanism has been proposed based on the current understanding of the regulatory domains (Figure 15), which explains how spiders can assemble silk from solution in a fraction of a second. The spidroin
molecules are aligned by both sheer forces from the narrowing spinning duct
and pulling forces from pre-assembled silk (Schwarze et al., 2013). The destabilized CT forms amyloid at low pH, which serves as a seed to trigger the
amyloid formation in the central repetitive region of spidroin. NT is monomeric at pH 7 and above, but gradually reaches a dimeric form that functions
like a lock to interconnect consecutive spidroin molecules (Askarieh et al.,
2010; Jaudzems et al., 2012; Kronqvist et al., 2014). This lock-and-trigger
mechanism elegantly explains how silk formation can proceed at a very high
speed while being limited to only the very end of the spinning duct.
Site-directed mutagenesis on EaNT revealed that charged residues Asp40,
Arg60 and Lys65 mediate inter-subunit electrostatic interactions important for
dimer stability (Kronqvist et al., 2014). These residues are important for the
pre-alignment of subunits due to the dipole moments and also for stabilizing
the dimer. In addition, three glutamic acid residues—Glu79, Glu84 and
Glu119— are required for pH sensitivity. A two-step protonation mechanism
is proposed for NT in which Glu79 and Glu119 are first protonated at pH 6.5
to allow for structural conversion from monomer to dimer. Thereafter, Glu84
is protonated when the pH further decreases to 5.7 (Kronqvist et al., 2014).
Protonation of all three glutamic acid residues secures the formation of the
final, ‘locked’ dimer.
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Figure 14. NT and CT stability change over pH drop. pH is plotted on the x-axis,
and urea concentrations causing half-denaturation of NT and CT are plotted on the
y-axis. Structures for NT (blue) and CT (orange) are shown in cartoon representation. NT is monomeric (PDB: 4FBS) at high pH, but forms a homodimer (PDB:
3LR2) at low pH. CT (PDB: 2KHM) is a disulfide-linked homodimer at high pH,
but forms β-sheet-rich amyloids at pH-values lower than 5.5. Adapted and modified
from (Andersson et al., 2014)

Figure 15. Schematic representation of the Lock-and-trigger mechanism of spider
silk formation. Under gradual pH drop, NT (blue) transitions from a monomer, to an
anti-parallel pre-dimer alignment (highlighted with green curves), then to a final
locked dimer that links spidroin molecules into a polymer. CT (orange) destabilizes
as the pH drops and forms amyloid (shown as a single β-strand). These amyloids
trigger the central large repetitive region of the spidroin molecule to form amyloidlike silk structures. Adapted and modified from (Rising & Johansson, 2015)
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In this chapter, I describe an alternative NT dimer (Paper IV)—with uneven
glutamic acid protonation states in the two subunits— that has been identified
by x-ray crystallography. Based on the crystal structure together with the results from small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments with NT at transitional conditions, a modified mechanism for gradual dimerization of NT is
proposed.

X-ray structure determination of NT alternative dimer
Although NT is monomeric in solution at pH 7 and higher (Landreh et al.,
2010; Gaines et al., 2010; Hagn et al., 2011), it crystallizes as a dimer. The
dimeric form seems to be favored in crystallization (Hedhammar et al., 2008;
Askarieh et al., 2010). This is likely because the pH in the crystallization
mother liquor undergoes a subtle decrease over time, or that the pH inside the
crystals is lower than in the mother liquor outside. Moreover, the dimeric form
of NT is more stable than the monomer, as demonstrated by a urea-denaturation assay (Andersson et al., 2014) (Figure 14). A point-mutation at the dimer
interface—where a conserved alanine 72 was substituted to arginine—was
necessary to generate a constitutive EaNT monomer (Jaudzems et al., 2012).
Indeed, the A72R mutant of EaNT remained monomeric in its crystal structure.
The NT subunit folds into a five-helix bundle —in both monomer and dimer
crystal forms—with a clear dipole moment in which one pole is clustered with
positively charged residues and the opposite pole with negatively charged
ones. In the NT dimer, two subunits pack tightly in an anti-parallel fashion,
with helices H2, H3 and H5 forming the interface (Askarieh et al., 2010).
A rare alternative dimer form was captured when another mutant—T61A
of EaNT—was used for crystallization trials (Paper IV). Most T61A mutant
crystals appeared in the space group of P3221, the same as the wild type crystals. The wild type crystals contained one dimer per asymmetric unit. The rare
crystal form of T61A mutant had a much larger unit cell and was in space
group C2, with three dimers in the asymmetric unit. The six chains in the
asymmetric unit — termed chain A, B, C, D, E and F—form three dimers AB,
CD and EF. While two of these dimers— AB and CD—are structurally similar
to the 3LR2 wild type dimer (RMSD of 0.32 Å over 216 aligned Cα atoms,
and 0.36 Å over 187 aligned Cα atoms, respectively), the third dimer (EF) is
quite different (RMSD of 1.03 Å over 197 aligned Cα atoms). Unlike the wild
type dimer—where the two subunits have a symmetrical arrangement—the
EF dimer form is asymmetrical. In the asymmetric dimer, the interface involving helices H2 and H3 from one subunit is shifted. This leads to a smaller cross
angle between intersecting helices and a smaller buried interface area. Essentially, one of the subunits in the asymmetric dimer stays the same as in the
canonical symmetric dimer (PDB: 3LR2), while the other subunit rearranges
the helix locations (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Comparison of asymmetric and symmetric EaNT dimers. (A) The overall
structure of the asymmetric EF dimer is shown as a ribbon representation. Chain E is
colored in gold, chain F in deep blue. (B) Top view of the asymmetric dimer, rotated
90° along the horizontal axis compared to the view in (A). (C) EF dimer superimposed with the wild-type symmetric dimer (PDB ID: 3LR2). Chain E of the EF dimer is superimposed with chain A of the wild type dimer due to their similarity.
Chain A in 3LR2 is colored in tan, and chain B in light blue. After superposition,
chain F has a rotation angle of 7° relative to its aligned symmetric chain, reflected
by the cross angle between the respective helices H3. (D) top view of superimposed
dimers, rotated 90° around the horizontal axis compared to the view in (C).

The asymmetric dimer exhibits an altered electrostatic networks at one of the
poles compared to the symmetric dimer (Figure 17). At both poles of the symmetric 3LR2 dimer, conserved Glu84 is involved in an intra-subunit handshake interaction with another conserved residue Asp40 (Askarieh et al.,
2010; Kronqvist et al., 2014). The side chain of the conserved residue Lys65
from the neighbouring subunit is located between the side chains of Asp40
and Asp39 in an electrostatic interaction that is important for the stabilisation
of the locked dimer (Kronqvist et al., 2014). In the asymmetric dimer, the
Glu84F-Asp40E handshake is not formed, and the side chain of Glu84F instead
forms a hydrogen bond to the side chain of Lys93F (Figure 17C). This suggests
that Glu84F is not protonated (Paper IV).
Glu79F and Glu119E from the asymmetric dimer undergoes rearrangements
of the side chains due to the altered inter-subunit helix packing. The side chain
of Glu79F swings away from the dimer interface and towards helix H5F to
occupy the volume corresponding to the side chain of Phe127 (in helix H5) in
the symmetric dimer. To avoid severe clashing, helix H5F moves away from
H3F, and becomes approximately one turn shorter in the crystal structure. The
missing terminal of H5F likely reflects its flexiblity due to disturbed packing
with H5E. Glu119E is located on H5E, which is more solvent exposed than its
counterpart in the symmetric dimer (Paper IV). In general, it is energetically
unfavourable to transfer a charged side chain to the hydrophobic core of a
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protein (Pace et al., 2009). Acidic residues therefore have increased pKa values when buried in the interior of the protein, where a protonated form is preferred. Predictions of pKa were performed using PROPKA (Rostkowski et al.,
2011) for the pH relay glutamic residues. A pKa of 7.4 was predicted for
Glu79F, and 7.2 for Glu79E. Glu119E was predicted to have a pKa of 5.48; but
a value 6.83 was predicted for Glu119F in the other chain. These predictions
indicate that the protonation states in the two subunits are similar for Glu79,
but different for Glu119. Given that the standard pKa of a fully exposed glutamic acid side chain is 4.2, Glu119E—which is located at the distorted pole—
is likely to be still charged. Both Glu79E and Glu79F are likely protonated (and
uncharged) to better fit in the dimer interface (Paper IV).

Figure 17. Electrostatic network of the EaNT asymmetric dimer in comparison with
the symmetric dimer. Secondary structures are colored similar as in Figure 16. Key
residues are shown as sticks with carbon atoms in the same color as the chain. Distances between key residues are labeled. After superimposition of chain F in T61AEF
onto chain B in 3LR2. Electrostatic interactions between the dimer-forming subunits
are shown for both poles in the asymmetric dimer (A, B) to compare them with the
symmetric dimer (E, F). 2mFo-DFc electron densities at a contour level of 1 σ are
shown for key residues in close-up views (C, D) .

An asymmetric dimer form of NT was previously reported for the major ampullate spidroin 1 from another spider species Nephila clavipes (Atkison et al.,
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2016). NcNT shares 49% sequence identity to EaNT. An 11° rotation on one of
the subunits is seen for the NcNT asymmetric dimer when superimposed with
the symmetric EaNT dimer (Figure 18). The NcNT asymmetric dimer exhibits
similar helix rearrangements especially in the intersecting helices constituting
the dimer interface. Similar to our T61AEF asymmetric dimer, the intra-subunit
handshake interaction between Glu84 and Asp40 is also absent in the chain
that undergoes helix rearrangements. The fact that the NT asymmetric dimer
is observed also in other spider species strongly indicates that this conformation is a common feature in spidroin NT regulatory domains.

Figure 18. Comparison of NcNT and EaNT structures. (A) Ribbon representation of
Nc
NT asymmetric dimer (PDB: 5IZ2) superimposed with EaNT asymmetric dimer
T61AEF. 5IZ2A is colored in gray, 5IZ2B in orange. Superposition was carried out by
aligning two symmetric subunits: 5IZ2B and T61AE. A subtle rotation of 4.3° (crossangle between two H3) is observed between the two asymmetric subunits 5IZ2A and
T61AF. (B) Top view of superposition, rotated 90 ° around the horizontal axes
compared to the view in (A). (C) Ribbon representation of NcNT asymmetric dimer
superimposed with the EaNT symmetric dimer. (D, E) Zoomed-in views of electrostatic interactions of both poles in 5IZ2, with 2mFo-DFc electron densities at contour levels of 1σ shown for key residues.
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SAXS studies of NT under near physiological
conditions
SAXS measurements were performed on purified EaNT, over a range of conditions mimicking the physiological conditions in the spider silk spinning apparatus. This covered a pH range of 8.0 to 4.7, with pH values around 6 as the
transitional conditions. A 300 mM NaCl solution was included when pH values were equal to or above 6.1.
In silk-storage conditions (NaCl 300 mM, pH 7.1), NT had a radius of gyration (Rg) that agreed best with a monomeric form (Figure 19B). The scattering curves were in good agreement with the monomer subunit of the symmetric 3LR2 crystal structure, but not with the dimer. Moreover, a better fit of
the experimental SAXS data was observed when NMR monomeric conformers (PDB: 2LPJ) were used. The monomeric NMR conformers showed conformational variability mainly within the flexible N- and C-terminus of the
NT domain. This is in agreement with the Kratky plot, since the NT molecule
still appears largely folded under silk-storage condition. The Kratky plot of
NT is similar to that of a well-folded protein such as lysozyme, drastically
different from that of the natively unfolded human Tau protein (Figure 19C).
A condition with pH 5.5 and no NaCl was chosen to mimic the natural
environment at the end of the silk spinning duct. In comparison to silk storage
conditions, the scattering curves of NT under silk-forming condition showed
a distinct parabolic feature. The ‘two humps’ feature seen in the middle of the
angular range (0.2-0.3 Å-1) indicated that NT adopts a different conformation
from that in silk-storage conditions. The calculated Rg (Figure 19B) and molecular mass (~27 kDa) indicated a dimer form. The experimental scattering
curve had a good fit with the 3LR2 dimer structure (Figure 19A). These results
confirmed that NT adopts the symmetric dimer form in solution under silkforming condition.
As the exact concentration gradient of NaCl in the spinning apparatus is
not known, SAXS data at intermediate pH values were measured at two extremes of NaCl concentration, no NaCl or 300 mM NaCl.
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Figure 19. SAXS of EaNT in solution validated the monomer and symmetric dimer
conformations under silk-storage and silk-forming conditions, respectively. (A) Experimental scattering curves are shown as grey circles to a maximal momentum
transfer of s = 0.5 Å-1. For clarity, experimental SAXS profiles recorded at silk storage (pH 7.1; 300 mM NaCl) and silk-formation (no salt, pH 5.5) conditions are displaced along the logarithmic axis and only every third experimental point is plotted.
The fits overlaid on the experimental data correspond to theoretic curves of the
NMR monomer structure (PDBID: 2LPJ; conformer #10; green dotted line), the
symmetric monomer (chain A of PDB: 3LR2; solid red line), and the symmetric dimer (PDB: 3LR2; solid blue line). (B) Comparison of P(r) functions for NT at silkstorage (solid blue line) and silk-formation (solid red line) conditions. (C). Dimensionless Kratky plots for NT at different pH values in comparison with globular lysozyme (red line) and natively unfolded Tau protein (yellow line).

Whereas SAXS data collected at storage and spinning conditions could be fitted well with existing monomer and dimer structures, data collected at intermediate conditions could not be explained using these models alone, or in
combination. Therefore different random model pools were generated using
the Ensemble Optimization Method (EOM) (Bernado et al., 2007; Petoukhov
et al., 2012). This method assumes the coexistence of a number of conformations in solution for a given construct in order to fit the experimental SAXS
data. As reflected in the NMR model, the N- and C-termini of NT are flexible.
These residues were removed from existing structure models—including the
asymmetric dimer and all other crystal and NMR structures— and remodelled
using the RANCH program from the EOM package. For each starting structure model, around 2000 models were created, with varying conformations in
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the missing termini. Separate pools of only monomers, only dimers, only symmetric dimers, only asymmetric dimers, and the full pool were individually
fitted to the experimental SAXS curves (Figure 20). This allowed us to analyse the preference for a given oligomeric state or a combination of oligomeric
states.

Figure 20. SAXS of EaNT under intermediate conditions cannot be explained by previously published high-resolution models. SAXS scattering curves are shown as in
Figure 19. The fits overlaid on the experimental data correspond to theoretical
curves of the symmetric monomer (chain A of PDB: 3LR2; solid red line); the symmetric dimer (PDB: 3LR2; solid blue line); and the best-fitting ensembles under the
specific condition (Table 1). At pH 6.3 and 6.5 without NaCl, the ensembles were
derived from the new EaNT asymmetric dimer T61AEF; at pH 6.3 and 6.5 with 300
mM NaCl, the ensembles were derived from monomer pools.

The goodness of the ensemble fit is described as the discrepancy (χ) between
the scattering calculated from models and the experimental SAXS data. Here,
χ is the square root of χ2, which is calculated using the following equations:
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where Ik(s) is the scattering intensity from the kth component and vk the volume
fraction for that component (Tria et al., 2015); Icalc(s) is the calculated intensity of models in the ensemble; Iexp(s) is the experimental scattering; K is the
number of experimental points; σ(sj) are standard deviations; and μ is a scaling factor (Bernado et al., 2007).
A trend of oligomeric state transition is observed from the goodness-of-fit
using the ensemble models (Table 1). At pH 7.1 in the presence of salt, i.e.,
silk-storage condition, NT is mainly monomeric. Below pH 7.1 with salt, the
data could not be as well explained by only monomers, as it could by the full
pool. This indicates the presence of a dimer species. At intermediate pH values
(6.5-6.3), without salt, the asymmetric dimer provided the best fit to the experimental SAXS data. At low pH (5.5-4.7) without salt, the symmetric dimer
is the best fitting model.
Table 1. Discrepancy (χ)* between experimental SAXS data and ensemble (pools) of
variable model composition.
Conditions

Full Pool

Monomer Pool

Dimer Pool

Symmetric
Asymmetric
Dimer
Dimer
NaCl 300mM, pH 8.0
0.962
0.962
4.168
NaCl 300mM, pH 7.1
1.040
1.494
5.689
NaCl 300mM, pH 6.5
0.922
1.031
1.861
NaCl 300mM, pH 6.3
0.915
1.294
1.525
1.609
NaCl 300mM, pH 6.1
0.909
1.819
1.076
1.138
pH 6.5
0.964
5.449
1.398
1.222
pH 6.3
0.950
5.749
1.219
1.081
pH 6.1
1.010
6.714
1.153
1.087
pH 5.5
1.045
7.153
1.053
1.086
pH 4.7
1.066
7.413
1.072
1.080
*
: calculated by genetic algorithm (GAJOE) (Bernado et al., 2007; Tria et al., 2015).

On the basis of the SAXS experiments under intermediate conditions, the
asymmetric dimer form of NT that we discovered through x-ray crystallography likely represents a conserved, intermediate conformation, which is
formed prior to the final locked dimer. We propose a modified three-step protonation mechanism (Figure 21): i) two NT subunits first align according to
dipole moments; ii) all three glutamic residues at one pole of the semi-stable
dimer are protonated, while only Glu79 is protonated at the distorted pole; iii)
the distorted pole is fully protonated with the uptake of two more protons,
which secures the formation of a final locked dimer (Paper IV).
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Figure 21. Modified three-step protonation mechanism for NT dimerization. The
Trp10 residue known to become more exposed upon dimer formation is highlighted.
The three pH-relay residues—Glu79, Glu84 and Glu119— are shown in spheres
with their protonation states labeled. Red refers to negatively charged state, and
green refers to the protonated, uncharged state.

The formation of an asymmetric, intermediate form of the NT dimer fits in the
current Lock-and-trigger mechanism, and provides explanations for the gradual conversion of spider silk. The moderately stable NT dimer—formed about
half way down the silk spinning duct—pre-aligns the spidroin molecules and
prepares them for the rapid interconnections at the end of the duct; and at the
same time prevents pulling forces from propagating through the silk gland and
damaging it.
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Case 4: Human Bri2 BRICHOS domain as a
molecular chaperone (Paper V)

Human cells are crowded with proteins. Cellular protein concentrations are
estimated to be 50 to 300 mg ml-1(Wolff et al., 2014). The massive need of
the cells for proteins requires ribosomes to perform translation at a rate of six
amino acids per second. This consumes up to 75% of the total cellular ATP,
making protein synthesis the most energy-expensive event in the cell. However, proteins have very different sizes, shapes, stability and life spans. Very
often, proteins are modular. While certain domains are globular and stable,
other domains are not as stable and sometimes even designed to be intrinsically disordered. The same protein molecule may adopt different folding status in response to stimuli or stress. Accumulative impacts such as oxidative
damage and carbonylations may deteriorate protein functions with age (Wolff
et al., 2014). Therefore, a hierarchy of protein quality control mechanism is
present, to constantly screen for aggregation-prone targets, assist protein folding, react to detrimental changes and maintain a healthy proteome balance.
Quality control is important because perturbations in proteome balance can
lead to debilitating disorders (Knowles et al., 2014).
Amyloid diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson disease, are increasingly prevalent since they share a main risk factor of aging.
Protein mis-folding is the central pathological event behind amyloid diseases,
in which normally soluble and functional proteins or peptides switch from
their native structure to form β-strands. These further polymerize into insoluble, fibrillary depositions called amyloid. As the most common form of dementia, AD affects around 40 million people worldwide (Selkoe & Hardy,
2016), but this is probably an underestimate due to the difficulty of diagnosing
the exact onset of the disease. The public concern and economic burden
caused by AD is high. Patients suffer from persistent and progressive memory
loss, cognitive decline and personality change. Despite of significant investment in drug development, no drugs are able to alter the course of disease;
they only reduce symptoms (Graham et al., 2017). AD is therefore still lethal,
with an average life expectancy of 10 years after diagnosis.
Nonetheless, substantial understanding of AD pathology has been made
over the past few decades. First of all, two central pathology components have
been identified: extracellular amyloid plaques consisting of amyloid-β pep-
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tides (Aβ), and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) consisting of aggregated hyper-phosphorylated tau protein. Aβ directly initiates tau phosphorylation (Jin et al., 2011; Tokutake et al., 2012) . Secondly, disease models mimicking AD pathology have been developed. Mouse models over-expressing
amyloid precursor protein (APP) develop Aβ depositions in the brain leading
to a cognitive decline similar to that in human AD. A three-dimensional human neural cell model has also been set up, which exhibits NFT of tau protein,
in addition to Aβ depositions (Choi et al., 2014). Lastly, the molecular events
with Aβ fibrillation has been kinetically studied with carefully isolated monomeric Aβ as the starting point (Cohen et al., 2013). Non-fibrillary Aβ oligomers—the transition species produced mainly through a secondary nucleation
process—remain soluble and easily diffuse to neighboring neuronal cells. Accumulating evidence has pointed out the causative role of these Aβ oligomers
in neurotoxicity (Walsh et al., 2002; Um et al., 2012).
However, the exact molecular event that initiates aggregation-prone Aβ
production remains elusive. AD begins only late in age, which suggests that
protective mechanisms for proteome balance must exist to prevent AD from
happening in the earlier years of life. Many chaperones and quality control
systems function as protective agents against Aβ aggregation (Landreh et al.,
2015). The BRICHOS domain is a molecular chaperone that has been shown
to protect part of its own pro-protein with high β propensity from aggregation
(Willander, Askarieh et al., 2012). Its role in up-regulating Aβ degrading enzyme (Kilger et al., 2011) and its activity in delaying Aβ fibrillation—by
blocking secondary nucleation (Cohen et al., 2015) —led to our interest in
understanding its involvement in AD pathology.
Human Bri2 BRICHOS locates naturally in the brain, where it exhibits molecular chaperone activity that inhibits the secondary nucleation process of Aβ
fibrillation. Bri2 BRICHOS is considered as a potential therapeutic agent
against Aβ oligomer-induced toxicity. In this chapter, I describe structural and
functional studies performed on Bri2 BRICHOS. The purpose of the studies
was to dissect the molecular mechanism behind its anti-Aβ fibrillation activity
and to identify key residues involved in function.
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Amyloid diseases and amyloidogenic peptides
So far, 37 peptides or proteins have been identified as amyloid deposits in
human disorders such as neurodegenerative diseases and type II diabetes
(Iadanza et al., 2018). A selected list of amyloid diseases and their associated
amyloidogenic peptides is shown in Table 2. Amyloidogenic peptides identified so far share little sequence similarity (Chiti & Dobson, 2017). However,
hydrophobic and aromatic amino acid residues, as well as amino acid residues
with high β-strand propensity are preferred over charged and polar residues.
Bioinformatics algorithms have been developed to predict amyloidogenic propensity from peptide sequence, but have limited accuracy (Maurer-Stroh et
al., 2010).
Neither the amino acid sequence, nor the native secondary structure is important for amyloid formation. Short peptides (Fändrich & Dobson, 2002), and
even small protein not associated with any disease (Chiti et al., 1999) are able
to form amyloid in vitro under appropriate conditions. Rather, the ability for
short peptides to form amyloid is a generic, inherent property in which mainly
main-chain hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions assure structural integrity.
As shown in Table 2, many of the amyloidogenic peptides are intrinsically
disordered, including Aβ, α-Synuclein, islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP),
ABri, ADan (Kirkitadze et al., 2001; Srinivasan et al., 2003; Surolia et al.,
2006). Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and intrinsically disordered regions are often regulatory components in cell signaling networks (Wright &
Dyson, 2015). Many IDPs remain largely unfolded, fluctuating among many
possible folds until they bind their cellular targets (Oldfield & Dunker, 2014).
For instance, APP is important for neuron development under normal physiologically conditions (Nicolas & Hassan, 2014). It is involved in nerve growth
factor signaling; G-protein coupled signaling of neuronal migration; and neural stem cells proliferation (Dawkins & Small, 2014). Abnormal processing of
APP, and/or malfunction of its protective chaperones likely cause the production of aggregation-prone peptides.
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Table 2. Representatives of human diseases associated with amyloid aggregation
Aggregating
Peptide or
Protein
Amyloid-β
peptide (Aβ)

Residue
Number

Sequence

40 or 42

DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAE Intrinsically
disordered
DVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV-IA

Parkinson
disease

α-Synuclein

140

MDVFMKGLSKAKEGVVAAAEKT Intrinsically
KQGVAEAAGKTKEGVLYVGSKT disordered
KEGVVHGVATVAEKTKEQVTNV
GGAVVTGVTAVAQKTVEGAGSI
AAATGFVKKDQLGKNEEGAPQE
GILEDMPVDPDNEAYEMPSEEG
YQDYEPEA

Familial
British
dementia

ABri peptide

34

EASNCFAIRHFENKFAVELICS Intrinsically
disordered
RTVKKNIIEEN

Familial
Danish
dementia

ADan peptide

34

EASNCFAIRHFENKFAVELICF Intrinsically
disordered
NLFLNSQEKHY

CreutzfeldtJakob disease
and Kuru

Prion Protein

208

KKRPKPGGWNTGGSRYPGQGSP
GGNRYPPQGGGGWGQPHGGGWG
QPHGGGWGQPHGGGWGQPHGGG
WGQGGGTHSQWNKPSKPKTNMK
HMAGAAAAGAVVGGLGGYMLGS
AMSRPIIHFGSDYEDRYYRENM
HRYPNQVYYRPMDEYSNQNNFV
HDCVNITIKQHTVTTTTKGENF
TETDVKMMERVVEQMCITQYER
ESQAYYQRGS

Pulmonary
alveolar
proteinosis

Lung surfactant 35
protein C
(SP-C)

Type II
diabetes

Islet amyloid
polypeptide
(IAPP)

37

KCNTATCATQRLANFLVHSSN
NFGAILSSTNVGSNTY

AA amyloidosis

Fragments of
serum amyloid
A protein

76–104

RSFFSFLGEAFDGARDMWRAYS All α, fourDMREANYIGSDKYFHARGNYDA helix bundle
AKRGPGGVWAAEAISDARENIQ
RFFGHGAEDSLADQAANEWGRS
GKDPNHFRPAGLPEKY

Disease

Alzheimer’s
disease

Data refer to (Iadanza et al., 2018; Chiti & Dobson, 2017)

Native
Structure*

Intrinsically
disordered
(1–102)
All α, prionlike
(103–208)

FGIPCCPVHLKRLLIVVVVVVL All α,
transmemIVVVIVGALLMGL

brane

Intrinsically
disordered

* Native structure has been determined either experimentally or by prediction.
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Properties and structures of amyloid fibrils
Just as spider silk (in Case 3), amyloid fibrils possess exceptional mechanical
properties and thermochemical stability (Paul et al., 2016). These thread-like
structures consist of 2-8 protofilaments that intertwine each other (Chiti &
Dobson, 2017). Amyloid fibrils conform to a common cross-β architecture
(Figure 22), in which β-strands align perpendicular to the fibril axis to assemble into a continuous β-sheet that spans the entire fibril length. The cross-β
structure is stabilized by inter-strand hydrogen bonds and dry steric zipper
interfaces; these are formed by hydrophobic side chains that exclude water,
between adjacent β-sheets (Iadanza et al., 2018). The cross-β fold, together
with the ability to bind fluorescent dyes such as thioflavin T (ThT) and Congo
red, are characteristics of all currently known amyloid fibrils that have either
been recovered from patients, or synthesized in vitro (Chiti et al., 1999;
Eisenberg & Jucker, 2012).
The microscopic events of amyloid fibrillation have been kinetically
demonstrated with Aβ42 as an example and using ThT (Cohen et al., 2013).
Typically, Aβ42 fibrillation consists of three phases: lag, exponential and stationary (Figure 22). Prefibrillar structures, such as monomer and oligomers,
cannot be recognized by ThT, but contribute substantially to the fibrillation
process. In the lag phase, Aβ42 is predominantly monomeric and can only
form oligomers though a slow, primary nucleation process. Oligomers are able
to associate to higher-order species, and serve as nuclei for fibril formation
(Iadanza et al., 2018). When a critical concentration of fibril is reached, secondary nucleation overtakes primary nucleation. In secondary nucleation, existing fibrils catalytically promote oligomer formation from monomer. This
positive feedback causes the exponential production of oligomers and fibrils.
Once all the monomers have been consumed and transformed into fibrils, a
stationary phase is reached.
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Figure 22. Kinetics events for Aβ42 fibrillation. The Aβ42 fibrillation process is visualized by ThT (curve in solid line) and consists of three phases: lag, exponential
and stationary. Aβ42 species are depicted in the cartoon as follows: monomers (individual green balls), oligomers (bundle of orange balls) and fibrils (assembly of blue
donuts). Cross-β architecture of mature fibrils is shown using the Aβ42 NMR structure (PDB:2MXU) as an example. In this architecture, the individual β-strands (colored in rainbow by chain: from red to purple) are perpendicular to the fibril axis, and
stabilized by intra-strand contacts (depicted here as pink lines).

Thanks to recent breakthroughs in structural techniques such as cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), several near-atomic resolution structures of amyloid fibrils have
been determined (Gremer et al., 2017; Colvin et al., 2016; Paravastu et al.,
2008; Fitzpatrick et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Tuttle et al., 2016). These structures reveal a remarkable diversity of polypeptide organizations (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Polymorphism in amyloid fibrils. Some amyloid fibrils are presented here
for which the structures are known. Their PDB IDs are given in parentheses. The
‘layers’ of β-strands are colored from light to deep blue, along the direction of fibril
growth. Top- and side views for each structure illustrate any inter-subunit interactions within the same layer, and the packing between layers that forms the cross-β
architecture. 5KK3, 2LMN, 2LMP and 2N0A were solved by solid state NMR and
the others by cryo-EM.

At a glance, it would appear that the inter-sheet packing within one protofilament and the symmetries among different protofilaments vary for the different
amyloidogenic peptides/proteins. For instance, Aβ40 and Aβ42 differ only by
two amino acids, but form different amyloid fibrils. Polymorphism is even
present within the same amyloidogenic peptide species (Figure 23). For example, synthetic Aβ42 amyloid fibrils prepared at low pH (PDB: 5OQV)
(Gremer et al., 2017) are different from the recombinantly expressed Aβ42
fibrillated at a pH of 8.0 (PDB: 5KK3) (Colvin et al., 2015). Polymorphism is
also seen when monomeric amyloidogenic peptides are seeded with preformed fibrils of a different shape.
The amyloid structures available provide an invaluable starting point for
future research, but also demonstrate the diversity in β-sheet organization
within amyloid fibrils. This can explain some of the difficulties in the drug
development that targets these fibrils.
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The amyloid β hypothesis
The production and accumulation of Aβ was proposed to initiate AD pathology more than 25 years ago (Hardy et al., 1992). Although the amyloid β hypothesis is not universally accepted, it has been supported by biochemical and
genetic studies. The most updated concept emphasizes the imbalance between
production and clearance of Aβ as the initiator of the disease cascade (Selkoe
& Hardy, 2016). APP is the source of Aβ peptides. After sequential proteolysis, different Aβ species are generated, ranging from 38, 40 or 42 amino acid
residues. The ratio between the Aβ42 and Aβ40 species is important in the Aβ
hypothesis. Aβ42 is much more aggregation-prone than Aβ40, and triggers
oligomer and amyloid formation much faster in vivo than Aβ40 (Haass &
Selkoe, 2007). Soluble Aβ42 oligomers—not the mature amyloid fibrils—
cause neuronal cell toxicity by decreasing synapse density and causing longterm synapse depression (Um et al., 2012). The oligomers also induce phosphorylation of tau, an effect that can be fully prevented by co-administration
of Aβ antibody (Tokutake et al., 2012; Selkoe & Hardy, 2016).
Extensive efforts have been devoted to identify drugs that reduce the production, or promote the clearance of Aβ (Graham et al., 2017). Many drug
candidates were discontinued due to difficulty in passing the blood brain barrier (BBB), low efficacy or strong organ toxicity. Some are still under phase
II or phase III clinical trials. The four approved drugs for AD are all symptomrelieving agents that delay the decline in life quality, but do not alter the actual
course of disease (Schneider et al., 2014; Graham et al., 2017).
Therapeutic targets have also been expanded to include other aspects of
AD pathology. These include inhibitors for tau aggregation (Congdon &
Sigurdsson, 2018), and inhibitors for the secondary nucleation of Aβ aggregation using endogenous chaperone and chaperone-like proteins (Arosio et al.,
2016).

Chaperones and their role in amyloid diseases
Evolution selects against aggregation-prone regions by avoiding consecutive
aromatic residues, by burying these regions in the globular core, or even forcing the sequence to form α-helix, a secondary structure as different as possible
to a β-strand (Tzotzos & Doig, 2010). In addition, a magnitude of quality control systems are involved to assist proper folding and assembly of proteins and
maintain their native conformations under stress (Graham et al., 2017). Many
of the molecular chaperones are heat shock proteins (HSPs), the transcription
of which is induced predominantly by heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) upon cellular stress, such as heat.
Protein quality control starts at the ribosome. After the nascent polypeptide
chain is synthesized, multiple HSPs bind to the nascent chain to assist folding.
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The ribosome stalls the peptide synthesis rate for consecutive hydrophobic
residues or aggregation-prone sequences to promote chaperone-binding
(Wolff et al., 2014). HSPs and their paired co-chaperones are organized in a
network, to recruit misfolded or aggregated proteins, present them with refolding friendly environments, or transfer the problematic proteins to the proteasome for degradation (Graham et al., 2017).
Hsp10, Hsp27, Hsp60, Hsp70, and Hsp90 are associated with the processing of Aβ under healthy conditions (Maiti et al., 2014). Hsp40 (also
known as DnaJ) is involved in ATP-dependent polypeptide binding to Hsp70,
as a co-chaperone (Lackie et al., 2017). Although the synthesis of HSPs declines with normal aging (Calderwood & Murshid, 2017), the expression levels of many HSPs, such as Hsp60, Hsp70, and Hsp90, are markedly lower in
an AD rat model (Jiang et al., 2013). The expression level of HSP transcription
factor HSF1 is also lower in the AD rat model, indicating a malfunctioning
regulation of HSPs in AD pathology.
Other molecular chaperones, in addition to HSPs, bind and protect aggregation-prone regions. Some of them are effective inhibitors for the fibrillation
and toxicity associated with amyloidogenic peptides or proteins (Table 3). For
instance, DNAJB6 has μM affinity for Aβ42. The conserved serine/threonine
region of DNAJB6 is important for its anti-fibrillation activity against Aβ42
(Månsson et al., 2018). DNAJB6 also suppresses α-synuclein aggregation, in
a Hsp70-dependent manner (Aprile et al., 2017). Nucleobindin-1 (NUCB1)
offers a general anti-amyloid activity, stabilizing short, prefibrillar intermediate species (Bonito-Oliva et al., 2017).
Table 3. Selected molecular chaperones with anti-amyloid activity
Chaperones
Bri2 BRICHOS
proSP-C BRICHOS
Gastrokine-1 BRICHOS
DNAJB6
transthyretin
CsgC
Hsp70
Hsp90
Hsp27
NUCB1
Prefoldin
Clusterin

Associated Amyloidogenic Peptide/ Protein
Aβ40, Aβ42, IAPP
SP-C, Aβ40, Aβ42, medin
Aβ40
Aβ42, α-Synuclein
Aβ40, Aβ42
CsgA, α-Synuclein
Aβ42, IAPP, α-Synuclein
Aβ42, tau
Aβ40
IAPP, Aβ42, α-Synuclein, thansthyretin V30M mutant
Aβ42
Aβ 40, Aβ42, IAPP

Data from (Willander, Presto et al., 2012; Oskarsson et al., 2018; Nerelius et al., 2009; Altieri et al., 2014; Aprile et al., 2017; Chorell et al.,
2015; Lackie et al., 2017; Bonito-Oliva et al., 2017; Mannini et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016; Landreh et al., 2015)
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BRICHOS domains and BRICHOS-containing proteins
The BRICHOS domain was identified in 2002 and named after the first three
proteins where it was found: Bri2, chondromodulin-1 (ChM-1) and lung surfactant protein C (SP-C) (Sánchez-Pulido et al., 2002). The BRICHOS domain is around 100 amino acid (aa) residues in size, and present in pro-proteins from 11 different families (Knight et al., 2013). Many BRICHOS-containing proteins are associated with human diseases. For instance, Bri2 is associated with British and Danish dementia; SP-C with interstitial lung disease;
and gastrokine 1 (GKN1) and 2 (GKN2) with gastric cancer. ChM-1 and tenomodulin (TNMD) are angiogenesis inhibitors in avascular cartilage and tendons respectively (Shukunami et al., 2008). BRICHOS domains are highly
conserved within each BRICHOS-containing protein family, but little sequence conservation is present between different families. Only one aspartic
acid and two cysteines are strictly conserved throughout all BRICHOS domains (Figure 24).
All BRICHOS-containing proteins identified to date are transmembrane
proteins with an aggregation-prone region of high β propensity. For most of
these proteins, this region with high β propensity is located at the C-terminus.
In contrast, proSP-C lacks a C-terminal region. Instead, its transmembrane region is aggregation-prone and has a high propensity to form β strands (Knight
et al., 2013).
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Figure 24. Multiple sequence alignment of the BRICHOS domains. BRICHOS domains from representative organisms, with the location in
their native sequences, are listed according to family group: Bri2 (deep blue), Bri1 (light blue), Bri3 (purple), proSP-C (green), GKN1
(brown), GKN2 (red), ChM-1 (pink) and TNMD (orange). Identical residues are highlighted with red shading and white text, and similar
residues with a blue frame and red text. Three tyrosine residues conserved among Bri families are highlighted with pink shading. Alignment
was performed with Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011) and visualized with Espript 3.0 (Robert & Gouet, 2014).

As the only BRICHOS domain with known atomic structure (Willander,
Askarieh et al., 2012), proSP-C BRICHOS has been studied in detail (Figure
25). Mutations in the proSP-C BRICHOS domain lead to the transmembrane
region SP-C forming amyloid instead of its native helical fold, a hallmark in
interstitial lung disease (Willander, Askarieh et al., 2012). ProSP-C
BRICHOS functions as a molecular chaperone protecting the aggregationprone TM region (i.e. SP-C), during its synthesis, maturation and membrane
transportation. Other client peptides of proSP-C BRICHOS have been identified later, such as Aβ40, Aβ42 (Willander, Presto et al., 2012) (Table 3) and
synthetic beta-hairpin forming peptides (Fitzen et al., 2009).
Other BRICHOS domains have been reported to function as molecular
chaperones. Bri2 BRICHOS effectively inhibits amyloid fibril formation of
Aβ40, Aβ42 (Willander, Presto et al., 2012), and IAPP (Oskarsson et al.,
2018). GKN1 BRICHOS inhibits Aβ40 fibrillation (Altieri et al., 2014).

Figure 25. Cartoon of proSP-C BRICHOS structure (PDB: 2YAD) in shown with
helices in pink, strands in blue and coils in yellow. The central β sheet consisting of
β1 to β5 is flanked by a single helix on each side. The region between helix α1 and
α2 is missing from the crystal structure due to in situ proteolysis that occurred during crystallization. Face A is defined as the face of the central β sheet facing helix
α1. Three conserved tyrosine residues—proposed to be involved in client peptide
binding on Face A—are shown as sticks.
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Bri2 processing and its involvement in dementia
Bri2, also named integral membrane protein 2B or ITM2B, is a type II transmembrane protein. It is expressed ubiquitously in the human body (Pittois et
al., 1998) but with especially high expression levels in the brain, placenta,
pancreas and kidney. Bri2 locates predominantly in the cerebellum, spinal
cord, and hippocampus in the brain (Martins et al., 2018).
Human Bri2 is expressed as a 266 aa-long protein. It contains an N-terminal
domain, a transmembrane region, a linker region, an extracellular BRICHOS
domain, and a 23-aa long C-terminal peptide named Bri23 (Figure 26). A
point mutation in the Bri2 stop codon to an arginine residue extends the reading frame to include 11 amino acids in addition to the original Bri2 protein—
this mutation leads to Familial British Dementia (FBD) (Vldal et al., 1999).
Familial Danish Dementia (FDD), on the other hand, is caused by a 10-nucleotide duplication insertion (TTTAATTTGT) between codon 265 and 266. The
original stop codon of Bri2 is therefore disrupted and an 11-aa (of different
amino acid sequence compared to FDB, see Table 2) longer version of Bri2 is
produced (Vidal et al., 2000). ABri and ADan share the first 23 amino acids
as the healthy form of Bri23, but differ in the remaining 11 residues on the Cterminus (see Table 2). In these rare genetic dementias, amyloid deposits of
34 aa-long peptides, named ABri and ADan, are hallmarks of the diseases.
Bri2 undergoes N-glycosylation at asparagine 170, a post-translational
modification essential for its final transportation to the cell membrane
(Tsachaki et al., 2011). There are five cysteines in the extracellular part of
Bri2. Cys248 and Cys265 in Bri23 are known to form a disulfide bond with
each other (Peng et al., 2010). Two conserved cysteines (Cys164 and Cys223)
in the BRICHOS domain likely form an intra-molecular disulfide bond; Cys89
in the linker region is able to form an inter-molecular disulfide bond important
for homo-dimerization of Bri2 in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Tsachaki
et al., 2010). However, both monomer and homo-dimer species of Bri2 are
found on the cell surface.
Besides glycosylation, Bri2 also undergoes regulated proteolysis in the cisor medial-Golgi resulting in the formation of several Bri2 fragments that are
eventually secreted into the extracellular space (Del Campo & Teunissen,
2014) (Figure 26). Furin is the first protease that cleaves Bri2 in the Golgi,
releasing the Bri23 peptide, which may be a signal peptide for Bri2 transportation through the ER-Golgi network (Matsuda et al., 2011). Surprisingly, the
11-aa residue longer version of Bri2 in the FBD and FDD are better substrates
for furin (Kim et al., 1999, 2002).The remaining membrane-bound Bri2 fragment (also known as mBri2) can be further processed by α-secretase
ADAM10, releasing the BRICHOS domain (Cantlon, Frigerio, Walsh et al.,
2015). The final proteolytic cleavage is carried out by intramembrane protease
SPPL2a/b, leading to the liberation of the intracellular domain (ICD) into the
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cytosol (Del Campo & Teunissen, 2014). The activity of SPPL2a/b is greatly
enhanced by previous ADAM-10 mediated shedding (Martin et al., 2009).

Figure 26. Bri2 domain organization in schematic representation and its maturation
processes in the secretion pathway. Currently accepted domain borders for the constitutive Bri2 part are labelled with numbers underneath. Wild-type Bri2 is expressed as a 266-aa protein that is transported through the ER and Golgi secretion
system before final delivery to the cell membrane. Consecutive proteolytic steps for
Bri2 occur in the Golgi (proteases in red text), forming different Bri2 fragments.
The ICD domain is released to the cytosol, while the BRICHOS domain and the Cterminal Bri23 peptides are secreted to the extracellular space. In FBD and FDD,
amyloidogenic C-terminal peptides of 34-aa (ABri and ADan, respectively) are released instead.

Bri2 BRICHOS expression levels are high in AD, and the protein co-localizes
with amyloid plaques in brain samples from AD patients (Del Campo et al.,
2014), but is absent in NFT (Baron & Pytel, 2017). Bri2 binds directly with
APP in its membrane-bound form, mBri2. This affects the processing of APP
by blocking access for Aβ-generating secretases (Fotinopoulou et al., 2005).
Bri2 also binds to BACE1 (β-secretase 1), downregulating its mRNA level
and promoting its degradation (Tsachaki et al., 2013). Bri2 also promotes Aβ
clearance by up-regulating the secretion of insulin degrading enzyme (IDE),
the main enzyme degrading Aβ (Del Campo et al., 2015). In AD patients, the
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expression levels of BACE1 are increased, while IDE expression levels are
decreased, suggesting a dysregulation of Aβ production and clearance, with
Bri2 as a key player.

Functions of Bri2 BRICHOS
Both Bri2 and proSP-C BRICHOS inhibit Aβ fibrillation (Willander, Presto
et al., 2012). Bri2 BRICHOS is more efficient than proSP-C, i.e. a much lower
concentration of BRICHOS is required to cause the same delay in fibrillation
for both Aβ40 and Aβ42. Recent kinetic studies further demonstrated that Bri2
BRICHOS inhibits the secondary nucleation process of Aβ42 (Chen et al.,
2017); this nucleation process generates the soluble Aβ42 oligomers that
cause neurotoxicity (Benilova et al., 2012). Indeed, Aβ42-induced γ-oscillation damage is rescued by the presence of Bri2 BRICHOS (Chen et al., 2017).
The neuronal protective role of Bri2 BRICHOS is also seen in transgenic mice
overexpressing a Bri2 BRICHOS-Aβ42 fusion protein (Kim et al., 2013). The
transgenic mice develop Aβ42 depositions, but do not suffer from cognitive
decline.
Bri2 BRICHOS also exhibits molecular chaperone activity against other
amyloidogenic peptides such as IAPP (Oskarsson et al., 2018). Bri2 co-localized with IAPP intracellularly and is present in IAPP amyloid deposits from
patients with type II diabetes. Bri2 BRICHOS effectively inhibits IAPP fibrillation and IAPP-caused cell toxicity.
Bri2 BRICHOS exhibits a multitude of chaperone activities depending on
its assembly state (Chen et al., 2017). Bri2 BRICHOS can be a monomer,
dimer or higher oligomer in solution. The monomeric Bri2 BRICHOS is the
most effective at preventing the γ-oscillations toxicity caused by Aβ42, followed by the dimer and then the oligomer. The monomeric and dimeric Bri2BRICHOS species are efficient in inhibiting Aβ42 fibrillation. The Bri2
BRICHOS oligomer—but not the monomer or the dimer—shows activity as
a general chaperone. It assists in the folding of non-amyloidogenic, aggregation-prone proteins, such as citrate synthase (Chen et al., 2017).
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Structural and functional studies of Bri2 BRICHOS
The initial and ultimate goal of the project was to solve the structure of human
Bri2 BRICHOS—alone or with target peptides— by X-ray crystallography.
Much effort has been devoted into construct optimization to improve soluble
recombinant expression and subsequent purification. Protein sample of high
purity and homogeneity is a prerequisite for successful crystallization trials.

Construct screening for Bri2 BRICHOS recombinant expression
We used E. coli as the expression system for Bri2 BRICHOS, due to the high
yield and the in-house experience of expressing proSP-C BRICHOS. Immobilized metal-ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) were used to purify Bri2 BRICHOS. Since the formation
of oligomers is enhanced in buffers with high ionic strength, ion-exchange
chromatography was avoided, and the salt concentration in buffer was kept
minimal during purification.
Our starting constructs (Trx-NL and Trx-NM, provided by collaborators at
Karolinska Institutet) had thioredoxin (Trx) as an N-terminal solubility tag,
followed by a thrombin (TRB) cleavage site before the target protein (Table
4). These constructs led to soluble expression but the protein appeared as only
oligomer during SEC purification, which eluted in the void volume. A major
band—corresponding to the mass of a monomer species (34.2 kDa)—was
identified when the peak fraction was analyzed on reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure 27A). Multiple bands of impurities were also present, suggesting that these
impurities bound tightly with the target protein. The absence of additional
peaks in the elution profile indicated that the impurities were linked with the
target protein through disulfide bonds or tight hydrophobic interactions.
Multiple sequence alignment predicts that the Bri2 BRICHOS domain
starts at residue number 137 (Figure 24). Our starting constructs included a
large linker region (Figure 26), which is predicted to be largely unstructured.
Reducing long flexible segments increases the chance of successful crystallization. Therefore, ten more constructs were prepared at the Protein Science
Facility (PSF) in Stockholm (D1 to D11 in Table 4), to probe more exact domain borders at the N-terminus (while having two options at the C-terminal:
including or excluding the Bri23 peptide). Unfortunately, all of the PSF constructs resulted in insoluble inclusion bodies. We tested different expression
strains for all ten constructs, hoping to improve solubility. The D4 construct
was partially soluble when expressed in the SHuffle and C43 strains, but still
suffered from oligomer species eluting in the void volume.
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Table 4. Constructs for expressing Bri2 BRICHOS in E. coli in chronological order
Construct layout from N- to Cterminal
(abbreviated name in bracket)

Solubility in
expression strain

Remarks during SEC
purification

Trx-His6-TRB-Stag-Bri2 aa 90-236
(Trx-NL)
Trx-His6-TRB-Stag-Bri2 aa 113-231
(Trx-NM)
Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 128-231 (D1)

Soluble in Origami, DE3, Star,
AI
Soluble in Origami, DE3, Star,
AI

Broad peak of oligomers
linked with impurities
Broad peak of oligomers
linked with impurities

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 128-243 (D2)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 128-266 (D3)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 131-231 (D4)

Insoluble in DE3,
Partly soluble in C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 131-243 (D5)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 131-266 (D6)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 136-231 (D7)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 136-243 (D9)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 136-266
(D10)
Trx-His6-TEV-Bri2 aa 120-231
(D11)
His6-NT*-TRB-Bri2 aa 113-231
(NT*-Bri2)

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle

His6-NT*-TEV-Bri2 aa 131-231
(NT-D4)
His6-NT*-TEV-Bri2 aa 131-266
(NT-D6)
His6-NT*-TRB-Bri2 aa 113-231
R221E (R221E)

Broad peak with disulfide
linked oligomers, even when
refolded with urea and reducing agent.
No homogenous protein species could be isolated.

Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle
Soluble in SHuffle

Broad peak with oligomers
and monomer.
Able to isolate homogeneous
monomer, especially after
urea refolding.
Partly soluble in Shuffle and C43 Broad peak of dimer formed
independent of disulfide
bond.
Insoluble in DE3, C43, SHuffle
Soluble in SHuffle

Sharp, homogeneous peaks
of dimer and monomer

Trx: thioredoxin tag; His6: His-tag with 6 histidines; Stag: a short solubility tag with 15-aa;
NT*: solubility tag modified from spider silk N-terminal domain; TRB: thrombin recognition
site; TEV: Tabacco Etch Virus protease recognition site.
Two starting constructs: Trx-NL and Trx-NM. Ten PSF constructs: D1 to D7, and D9 to D11.
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Figure 27. Purifications of representative early constructs for Bri2 BRICHOS. The
SEC chromatograms show elution volume on the x axis, and UV absorbance at 280
nm on the y axis. Peak fractions (marked by blue or red bars) were analyzed by
SDS-PAGE using loading buffer with and without reducing agent (denoted by + and
– respectively). Molecular weight for protein standards (denoted as M) is marked for
each SDS-PAGE gel. (A) SEC purification of Trx-NL construct without refolding.
The protein eluted in the void volume as a single peak with a slight shoulder. (B)
SEC purification of Trx-tagged D4 construct after refolding without a reducing
agent. (C) SEC purification of Trx-tagged D4 construct after refolding with a reducing agent. (D) SEC purification of the NT-D4 construct after refolding with a reducing agent.

Refolding after IMAC purification was carried out on the D4 construct to shift
the equilibrium from oligomer to monomer. In detail, urea denaturation with
the presence of reducing agent can separate oligomeric species linked by hydrophobic interactions and disulfide bonds into monomers (England & Haran,
2011). Urea (8M) was added to IMAC-purified protein, with and without reducing agent. The denatured protein was kept at low concentration, while the
urea concentration was gradually reduced by step-wise dialysis. The protein
was finally dialyzed against buffer without urea, and without reducing agent,
before SEC purification. The D4 construct was found to form a wide oligomer
peak after refolding without reducing agent (Figure 27B); and form somewhat
fewer higher-oligomer species after refolding with the reducing agent (Figure
27C). Disulfide-linked oligomers are expected to be separated by the reducing
agent during refolding. We speculated that the Trx tag influenced disulfide
bond formation in the BRICHOS domain (Figure 28). It is possible that the
Trx-tag in the fusion protein was reduced —either by E. coli Trx reductase, or
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by the reducing agent during urea refolding—and could reduce BRICHOS disulfide bonds, even in the absence of an added external reducing agent. This
would explain why disulfide linked oligomer species were formed both in the
presence and absence of reducing agent during refolding. The starting constructs containing the Trx-tag probably formed non-specific disulfide bonds
with impurities in a similar manner.

Figure 28. Illustration for possible redox states of the Trx-tag and BRICHOS domain during refolding. Possible Trx-BRICHOS protein species during refolding
without (top) or with reducing agent (bottom) are summarized. The reducing activity
is provided by Trx-tag (1); and by a reducing agent (2 and 3).

NT* is a solubility tag modified from a spider silk N-terminal domain
(Kronqvist et al., 2017). The introduction of NT* brought advancement in purification by providing a monomeric species separable from oligomers. In addition, we started using the SHuffle Expression strain, a modified E. coli BL21
based strain optimized for cytoplasmic expression of proteins containing disulfide bonds (De Marco, 2009). We exchanged the tag on the D4 construct
from a Trx-tag to NT* tag (construct name NT-D4, Table 4). The protein appeared as high oligomers without refolding, but converted to a mixture of dimer and monomer after refolding under reducing conditions (Figure 27D).
The wide dimer peak could be broken down to monomers on reducing and
non-reducing SDS-PAGE, suggesting disulfide-independent dimerization.
Since the homogeneity and purity of the protein sample is vital for both
structural and functional studies, we focused on the two constructs that could
be purified as single species. The first one was the wild type (wt) NT*-Bri2
(Figure 29). The second one was an engineered mutant of wt NT*-Bri2, where
Arg221was substituted to glutamic acid (kindly provided by collaborators at
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Karolinska Institutet). Arg221 was selected on the assumption that Bri2
BRICHOS shares a similar overall structure and inter-subunit surface with the
proSP-C BRICHOS structure. The R221E mutant with the opposite charge
dramatically decreased oligomer species leading to well-resolved peaks of dimer and monomer (Figure 29) during SEC purification. The R221E mutant
was still functional in the anti-Aβ fibrillation activity, similar to wild type Bri2
BRICHOS.

Figure 29. Typical size exclusion chromatograms for the NT*-Bri2 (A) and R221E
(B) constructs. The SEC chromatograms have elution volume on the x axis, and UV
absorbance at 280 nm on the y axis. Peak fractions are analyzed by SDS-PAGE using loading buffer with and without reducing agent (denoted by + and – respectively). Monomer, dimer and oligomer are denoted as Mon, Dim and Oli respectively. Molecular weight for protein ladder (denoted as M) is marked. (A) Shortly after the void volume, oligomeric NT*-Bri2 (shaded in blue) elutes, followed by the
monomeric peak (shaded in red). (B) NT*-Bri2 R221E protein appeared with a
much smaller oligomer peak, a distinct dimer peak (shaded in blue) and a much
larger monomer peak (shaded in red).

Crystallization trials with promising Bri2 BRICHOS constructs
Crystallization trials were carried out with all soluble Bri2 BRICHOS constructs, but in particular with the NT*-Bri2 and the R221E mutant due to their
homogeneous sample quality. Oligomer, dimer and monomer were carefully
sampled to avoid mixing of them and then set up separately in crystallization
trials. Many rounds of crystallization were tried with various batches of proteins, as many different commercial screens as possible, different protein and
precipitant concentrations, multiple temperatures, and in-situ proteolysis with
trypsin and chymotrypsin to remove flexible loops that might hinder crystal
packing (Dong et al., 2007). Unfortunately, no promising hits were identified
from any of these trials. Since providing crystalline nuclei from a homologous
source, even with only 50% sequence identity, has proven beneficial for crystal growth (Abuhammad et al., 2013), we produced crystalline material from
the cleaved NT* solubility tag to perform cross-seeding on NT*-Bri2 and
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R221E proteins. However, only (single, beautiful, protein-looking, can’t-believe-they’re-not-protein) salt crystals appeared from our cross-seeding trials.

Structural characterization of Bri2 BRICHOS with
SAXS
Due to the discouraging results from the crystallization trials, other structural
approaches were applied to study the behavior of Bri2 BRICHOS. Small angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) is a powerful method that can provide low-resolution
structural information about the size and shape of biomolecules in solution. It
is very sensitive to disorder and oligomerization. A protein sample with good
homogeneity and mono-dispersity is suitable for batch-mode SAXS data acquisition (Yang, 2014). In batch-mode SAXS, the protein passing through a
flow chamber is gradually exposed to the X-ray beam. Alternatively, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-coupled SAXS acquisition allows
different sample species, such as various oligomeric states, to be separated
before X-ray exposure. The collected data corresponding to a homogeneous
sample is identified by a combination of UV absorbance from HPLC and
online analysis of the radius of gyration (Rg). The Rg and pair distribution
function P(r) derived from SAXS data are informative for the size and shape
of proteins (Mertens & Svergun, 2010); whereas the Kratky plot (Figure 30)
detects flexibility and distinguishes folding states. A fully folded protein has
a Kratky plot that peaks and then comes down to the baseline. A partially unfolded protein has a Kratky plot that peaks but does not come down to the
baseline. A fully unfolded protein has a Kratky plot that plateaus without coming down (Rambo & Tainer, 2011).

Figure 30. Shapes of Kratky plots of protein with different folding states. A folded,
globular protein is shown as a blue ball; a partially unfolded protein is shown as a
purple ball with a disordered tail. A fully disordered protein has the most flexibility,
and is shown as red thread. Adapted and modified from (Rambo & Tainer, 2011).
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Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was carried out on purified NT*-Bri2 to determine the sample homogeneity prior to SAXS measurements. Purified monomeric NT*-Bri2 was either flash frozen by liquid nitrogen (‘frozen’) or
stored for 24 to 48 hours at 4 °C (‘fresh’) before being used in DLS or SAXS
measurements. After thawing, the frozen sample appeared more monodisperse
compared to the fresh sample in terms of poly-dispersity index (PDI), and had
shaper DLS intensity and mass distribution peaks (Figure 31). These results
indicated that the NT*-Bri2 protein formed larger species during storage at 4
°C, and was not suitable for batch-mode SAXS. The fresh NT*-Bri2 sample
was used in HPLC-coupled SAXS where the monomeric species is separated
prior to SAXS data acquisition.

Figure 31. DLS measurements on NT*-Bri2 sample prior to SAXS. Intensity distribution, mass distribution and correlation function (indication for DLS data quality)
for DLS measurements of frozen (A) and fresh NT*-Bri2 (B) monomeric fractions
from SEC purification are shown. PDI values are labelled next to the intensity peak.
Fraction of total mass in the sample is listed next to each peak in the mass distribution window.

Three different NT*-Bri2 samples were investigated by HPLC-coupled SAXS
measurements: fresh (i.e., stored at 4 °C), frozen (stored at -80°C and then
thawed), and fresh in the presence of 10-fold excess of Bri23 (oxidized form,
with Cys248 and Cys264 disulfide linked). The monomeric peak eluted from
fresh NT*-Bri2 (Rg of 2.77 nm) exhibits larger Rg compared to frozen NT*69

Bri2 (Rg of 2.58 nm) (Figure 32A, B). However, the Rg of the fresh NT*-Bri2
in the presence of excess Bri23 peptide (Rg of 2.48 nm) is smaller than frozen
NT*-Bri2 and fresh NT*-Bri2 alone, indicating a more compact structure
(Figure 32A, C). The same trend was observed when Kratky plots were compared: fresh NT*-Bri2 appeared more folded in the presence of Bri23, with
even lower degree of disorder compared to the frozen sample (Figure 32D).
Many proteins become stabilized upon binding with the substrate. Our HPLCcoupled SAXS measurements—performed independently at two synchrotrons
(Figure 32E, F). —indicated that Bri23 in the oxidized is a binding target for
NT*-Bri2, thereby stabilizing the NT*-Bri2 structure.

Figure 32. HPLC-coupled SAXS measurement of NT*-Bri2 alone and in the presence of a 10-fold excess of Bri23. HPLC-coupled SAXS data for NT*-Bri2 samples
collected at ESRF are shown in (A), (B) and (C). Total scattering signal of each
HPLC run is shown as blue traces. The Rg value marked beside the HPLC peak is
calculated using the peak SAXS data. Kratky plots for (A) to (C) is shown in (D),
where fresh NT*-Bri2 is shown as orange squares, frozen NT*-Bri2 as blue crosses;
and fresh NT*-Bri2 with 10-fold excess of Bri23 as green circles. (E) HPLC-coupled SAXS data collected for frozen NT*-Bri2 at Diamond Light Source with Rg
values marked beside the corresponding peak. (F) Kratky plot for SAXS data in (E)
with the same color arrangements.

We also collected SAXS data on frozen NT*-Bri2 samples in batch-mode. At
concentration of 3.4 mg ml-1 and 6.8 mg ml-1, the Rg of NT*-Bri2 was around
5 nm, indicating the formation of larger oligomers, at least the size of a dimer.
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When analyzed in HPLC-coupled SAXS, NT*-Bri2 eluted at a concentration
of less than 1 mg ml-1, where the Rg was calculated as 2.8 nm. Hence, oligomerization happened in the concentration range of 1 to 3.4 mg ml-1.
These DLS and SAXS results offer some explanation for the challenges of
Bri2 BRICHOS in crystallization. The protein suffers from aggregation and
the formation of larger species with worse monodispersity after storage at 4°C
for 24 to 48 hours, suggesting poor crystallization behavior (Stetefeld et al.,
2016). Even when isolated as a monomer, the protein still forms dimers and
higher oligomers in a concentration-dependent manner. Crystallization requires high enough protein concentration to reach the supersaturation state in
order to form nuclei that grow into crystals. Staying in the under-saturated
zone in a phase diagram would never lead to crystal formation. The NT*-Bri2
monomeric species dimerize at concentrations well below 3.4 mg ml-1, much
lower than a typical crystallization concentration. Hence, there will always be
a mixture of monomer, dimer and possibly higher oligomers in any given crystallization trial.

Functional studies of interactions between Bri2
BRICHOS and its client peptides
The SAXS studies of NT*-Bri2 in the presence of Bri23 encouraged us to
further investigate the interaction between Bri2 BRICHOS and its client peptide Bri23. Microscale thermophoresis (MST) was used to measure the binding affinity between Bri2 BRICHOS and Bri23. It is possible to perform MST
measurements without a fluorescent label using the intrinsic fluorescence
from tryptophans in the protein. However, the only tryptophan residue in the
NT* tag did not provide a strong enough MST signal for NT*-Bri2 protein.
Instead, by labeling surface-exposed lysine residues with a fluorophore, we
could visualize the MST behavior of NT*-Bri2 monomer. The Kd between
Bri23 and labeled NT*-Bri2 was determined to be 9.45± 4.75 μM from three
independent measurements (Paper V) (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. MST binding curve of NT*-Bri2 and oxidized Bri23 peptide. Bri23 concentration in unit of μM is plotted on the x-axis (shown in logarithmic scale); normalized fluorescence signal is plotted on the y-axis.

Bri2 BRICHOS has other client peptides, such as Aβ42, in addition to Bri23.
We performed mutagenesis studies to identify residues important for
BRICHOS client binding. Face A, defined as the side of the central β sheet
facing helix 1 (Figure 25) in the proSP-C BRICHOS crystal structure, has
been proposed as the client binding surface for BRICHOS domains
(Willander, Askarieh et al., 2012; Willander, Presto et al., 2012). This proposal is based on: i) accumulation of conserved residues and interstitial lung
disease-related mutations on proSP-C face A (Willander, Askarieh et al.,
2012); ii) proSPC-BRICHOS binds to a β-hairpin structure formed by SP-C
and part of the linker region, which is protected from deuteration in hydrogen
deuterium exchange mass spectrometry; and iii) on an amino acid composition
analysis of face A from different BRICHOS domains with respect to their target peptides (Knight et al., 2013). Three tyrosine residues from face A are
conserved among Bri1, Bri2, Bri3 and proSP-C families (Figure 24).
We investigated whether face A—specifically, the three tyrosine residues
in Bri2 (Tyr156, Tyr165 and Tyr229) —contribute to client binding. The wellestablished Aβ42 fibrillation assay with ThT as reporter dye was used as a
functional assay (Cohen et al., 2013). Mutants were prepared in which the
three tyrosine residues in wt NT*-Bri2 were substituted separately to phenylalanine, isoleucine and alanine. The anti-Aβ fibrillation activities for these
mutants (Y156F/I/A, Y165F/I/A and Y229F/I) were then measured and compared with that of wt NT*-Bri2. Deletion of only the hydroxyl group from the
tyrosine, i.e., by mutation into phenylalanine, diminished the anti-Aβ fibrillation activity. The tyrosine to isoleucine substitution led to a similar level of
reduction in the anti-Aβ fibrillation activity (Figure 34), whereas the tyrosine
to alanine substitution led to a more complicated compensation effect (details
in paper V).
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Figure 34. Monomeric NT*-Bri2 mutants and wt in Aβ42 fibrillation assay. 3 μM of
Aβ42 is mixed with 0.75 μM of monomeric NT*-Bri2 BRICHOS and mutants in the
presence of ThT. Normalized ThT fluorescence (shown as dots) from triplicates or
quadruplicates is plotted against time, together with non-linear regression fitted
curves (shown as solid lines) with an empirical equation for amyloid fibrillation.

Our mutagenesis/anti-Aβ42 fibrillation assay strongly supports that face A in
BRICHOS is involved in client accommodation. The removal of a hydroxyl
group by mutating tyrosine into phenylalanine was enough to diminish the
activity, suggesting that hydrogen bonding to Aβ42 is important. Bri2BRICHOS binds to the surface of Aβ42 (Chen et al., 2017). The recent cryoEM structure of Aβ42 fibrils contains aromatic residues such as Tyr10 and
Phe20 exposed on the surface of the fibrils (Gremer et al., 2017). It is tempting
to speculate that Bri2 BRICHOS binds to these residues through π-stacking
and forming hydrogen bonds.
These results will be complemented with further experiments. For instance,
a Y229A NT*-Bri2 mutant should be included in the anti-Aβ fibrillation assay, along with controls such as mutants targeting residues elsewhere than on
face A. MST binding assay with Bri23 should include NT*-tag alone as a control. The binding affinity between face A mutants and Bri23 should also be
tested to investigate whether face A is also involved in recognizing a nonamyloidogenic client peptide. A recent study on Bri23 and amyloidogenic
ABri has indicated that the formation of a disulfide bond in both peptides determines their amyloidogenic property and neuronal toxicity (Cantlon,
Frigerio, Freir et al., 2015). It would be interesting to test whether Bri2
BRICHOS distinguishes the reduced and oxidized form of Bri23, and the amyloidogenic ABri and ADan.
We have not given up on structural determination of Bri2 BRICHOS, as
there are many options left to try. For instance, a Bri2 squirrel homolog lacks
the long and presumably unstructured loop present in human Bri2 (Figure 24).
Other options are to express the protein in a mammalian system or to generate
antibody fragments/nanobodies for co-crystallization (Obmolova et al., 2014;
Mir et al., 2015).
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Proteiner – kedjor av sammanlänkade aminosyror – kan kallas livets byggstenar eftersom de driver och kontrollerar i stort sett alla biologiska processer.
Merparten (~70%) av alla proteiner är veckade till en specifik form – struktur
– som ger proteinerna deras funktionella egenskaper. Andra proteiner har
ingen väldefinierad egen struktur innan de binder någon annan molekyl, t.ex.
DNA, RNA, eller andra proteiner. Genom evolutionen har proteinstrukturer
utvecklats till att samverka och associera på olika sätt för att klara alltmer
komplexa uppgifter, ofta genom att bilda proteinkomplex bestående av flera
proteiner bundna till varandra. Bildning av funktionella proteinkomplex är en
komplicerad och känslig process som ofta behöver kontrolleras och styras med
hjälp av andra proteiner, t.ex. chaperoner. När kontrollen inte fungerar riskerar
proteiner att i stället aggregera och bilda icke-funktionella eller till och med
skadliga komplex. Denna avhandling behandlar struktur och funktion av proteinkomplex i fyra specifika system – ett bakteriellt transportsystem, bakteriehår (fimbrier), amyloid, och spindeltråd. För att kunna studera proteinmolekylerna i detalj har vi använt en kombination av biofysikaliska och biokemiska
metoder. T.ex. röntgenkristallografi gör att vi kan bestämma proteiners molekylstruktur med så hög upplösning att vi kan se var enskilda atomer i aminosyrorna är belägna spatialt, samt hur de interagerar med varandra. Att kunna
se atomstrukturen ger värdefull information om mekanismen bakom ett proteins funktionella egenskaper.
Det första exemplet på ett funktionellt proteinkomplex jag studerade är ett
transportprotein, CysZ, som finns i E. coli-bakterier. Som många andra
transportproteiner är CysZ en oligomer sammansatt av flera kopior av samma
protein. Fördelen är att proteinerna tillsammans kan bild en transportkanal
från bakteriens yta till dess innandöme som bara tillåter vissa specifika ämnen
att passera. CysZ transporterar sulfat in i E. coli. Det krävs för att bakterien
skall kunna producera aminosyran cystein. När sulfatet väl tagits upp reduceras det först ytterligare till intermediat som sulfit och sulfid. Vi visade att
CysZ kan transportera sulfat från omgivningen in i både E. coli-celler och
proteoliposomer. Utöver detta studerade vi benägenheten för CysZ att binda
till olika ämnen såsom sulfit, och visade att sulfit binder 10 gånger starkare än
det naturliga substratet sulfat. Transporten av sulfat upphör då sulfit finns
närvarande. Detta är ett tydligt exempel på reglering genom återkoppling, där
transportproteinet beter sig som att det ”vet” när det behövs.
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Ett annat exempel på – i det här fallet mycket stora – proteinkomplex är de
”hår” – fimbrier – som finns på ytan av många bakterier och som de använder
för att binda till värdceller i första steget av en infektion. Fimbrier består av
upp till flera tusen sammankopplade proteinenheter. Ett protein som sitter
längst ut i toppen – ett adhesin – känner igen och binder till specifika receptorer på ytan av mänskliga värdceller. Proteus mirabilis är den vanligaste orsaken till urinvägsinfektion bland patienter med skadade urinvägar eller kateter. P. mirabilis kan producera flera olika sorters fimbrier på sin yta samtidigt,
vilket ökar dess möjligheter både att fästa och att förflytta sig i urinvägarna
såväl som på kateterytor. På de infekterade ytorna bildar bakterierna en så
kallad biofilm; en samling av hopväxta bakterier och slem. Biofilmen skyddar
bakterierna från antibiotika och infektionen kvarstår även efter byte av kateter.
Vi har lyckats bestämma strukturen hos de tre viktigaste fimbrieadhesinerna
från P. mirabilis. En av adhesinerna, MrpH, som krävs för att biofilm ska
kunna bildas, produceras i stort antal under en infektion. Från dess struktur
kunde vi identifiera ett område som binder till en metalljon (zink eller koppar).
När vi avlägsnade metalljonen, och även när vi muterade någon av de aminosyror i MrpH som binder den, såg vi att bakterien förlorade sin förmåga att
bilda biofilm. Denna studie ökar vår förståelse av hur P. mirabilis bildar biofilm och ger inspiration till utveckling av nya läkemedel för att behandla infektioner orsakade av P. mirabilis. Genom att inhibera adhesinerna skulle man
kunna hindra bakterier från att fästa och/eller bilda biofilm, och därmed bota
en infektion.
I alla organismer, inklusive hos människa, måste proteinmolekyler samarbeta i balans för att slutföra komplexa biologiska aktiviteter. När denna så
kallade proteombalans störs kan onormala proteinaggregat, ofta i formen av
amyloid, bildas. I amyloid kopplas aggregeringsbenägna delar av proteiner
samman och bildar fibriller med en karaktäristisk struktur. Amyloidliknande
strukturer förekommer även i spindeltråd där de bidrar till att ge tråden dess
styrka. Amyloid ligger bakom en rad allvarliga och även dödliga sjukdomar
som t.ex. typ II diabetes och Alzheimers sjukdom. I Alzheimers sjukdom, den
vanligaste formen av demens, produceras en peptid som kallas Abeta i överskott i hjärnan och bildar amyloid. Abeta-oligomerer, ett förstadium till
amyloid, är giftiga och dödar neuroner och leder till irreversibel skada på hjärnan. Patienterna lider av minnesförlust och personlighetsförändring, och sjukdomen leder till slut till döden. Alzheimers sjukdom uppträder vanligen hos
äldre, vilket tyder på att det finns skyddsmekanismer som förhindrar att sjukdomen bryter ut tidigare i livet. Det är mycket viktigt att förstå de medfödda
skyddsmekanismerna mot Alzheimers sjukdom, för att återställa proteombalansen och utveckla behandlingar för denna allt vanligare sjukdom. Bri2 är ett
protein som är naturligt uttryckt i hjärnan där det bl.a. interagerar med proteinet från vilket Abeta genereras. I Bri2 finns en s.k. BRICHOS-domän som
används av flera olika sorters proteiner för att skydda aggregationsbenägna
delar av proteinerna och förhindra att de bildar amyloid. I Bri2 skyddar
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BRICHOS-domänen den aggregeringsbenägna regionen av Bri2, kallad
Bri23. Bri2 BRICHOS är också effektivt för att fördröja bildning av amyloid
från Abeta. Vi har bestämt bindningsaffiniteten mellan Bri2 BRICHOS och
dess naturliga klientpeptid Bri23 och med hjälp av riktade mutationer identifierat tre tyrosin-aminosyror som är centrala för anti-Abeta-fibrillationsaktiviteten hos Bri2 BRICHOS. Våra resultat utgör en startpunkt för fortsatta studier
ämnade åt att i detalj förstå hur Bri2 BRICHOS fungerar som amyloidinhibitor.
Liksom många bakterier är beroende av sina fimbrier är spindeln beroende
av sitt silke, ett högpresterande biomaterial som är både starkt och mycket
tänjbart. Det tolereras väl av kroppen som implantat och underlättar återbildande av vävnad och läkning av sår. Det är viktigt att i detalj förstå hur
spindeln producerar sitt silke, för att kunna efterlikna processen och skapa artificiellt silke. Spindelns silke består av en stor proteinmolekyl – ett spidroin
– med två regulatoriska domäner, NT och CT, belägna i början och slutet av
sekvensen. Spindlar bildar silke med hjälp av speciella körtlar med en ”säck”
för lagring av spidroinerna och ett långt S-format avsmalnande rör där spindeltråd bildas. I säcken är pH högt (>7) medan det sedan gradvis minskar till
omkring 5 i slutet av röret där spindeltråden bildas. NT och CT reagerar olika
på pH-minskningen i körtlarna. Medan CT destabiliseras och bildar amyloid,
bildar NT en stabil dimer som kopplar samman spidroinerna till en lång polymer. Övergången av NT från monomer och dimer är fokuset i denna studie.
Genom en kombination röntgenkristallografi och andra metoder identifierade
vi en ny intermediär form av NT-dimeren som bildas ungefär halvvägs i processen att bilda silke. Våra studier visar hur egenskaperna hos NT samtidigt
löser två problem – att förbereda spidroinerna för snabb sammankoppling till
silke i slutet av körtelröret samtidigt som dragkrafter förhindras från att propageras upp genom silkekörteln och skada den.
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